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Exploits in Concurrency for Boolean Satisfiability

Ali Asgar A. Sohanghpurwala

(ABSTRACT)

Boolean Satisfiability (SAT) is a problem that holds great theoretical significance along with

effective formulations that benefit many real-world applications. While the general problem

is NP-complete, advanced solver algorithms and heuristics allow for fast solutions to many

large industrial problems. In addition to SAT, many applications rely on generalizations

of Satisfiability such as MaxSAT, and Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT). Much of the

advancement in SAT solver performance has been in the realm of improved sequential solvers

with advanced conflict resolution, learning mechanisms, and sophisticated heuristics. There

have been some successful demonstrations of massively parallel and hardware-accelerated

solvers for SAT, but these have failed to find their way into mainstream usage. This docu-

ment first presents previous work in Hardware Acceleration of Satisfiability followed by an

analysis of why these attempts failed to gain widespread acceptance. It then demonstrates an

alternative, hardware-centric approach, based on distributed Stochastic Local Search (SLS)

that is better suited to efficient hardware implementation. Then a parallel SLS/CDCL hy-

brid approach is proposed that is suitable for distributed search with minimal communication

overhead while maintaining completeness. Finally the efficacy and flexibility of distributed

local search is considered with an adaptation to Weighted Partial MaxSAT (WPMS) and a

focused case study on converted Probabilistic Inference instances.



Exploits in Concurrency for Boolean Satisfiability

Ali Asgar A. Sohanghpurwala

(GENERAL AUDIENCE ABSTRACT)

The Boolean Satisfiability (SAT) problem is an important decision problem that asks whether

there exists a solution that satisfies all given constraints over a set of variables that can

assume values of either 0 or 1. May real-world decision problems can be translated into

SAT, and there exist efficient sequential solvers that can quickly resolve many such instances.

Less progress has been made in efficiently scaling SAT solvers to modern multi-core systems

and massively parallel hardware accelerators such as GPUs and Field Programmable Gate

Arrays (FPGAs). This thesis explore different approaches to solving SAT based decision

and optimization problems with the goal of increasing concurrency.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Boolean Satisfiability (SAT) is the canonical NP-complete problem[35] and, thus, holds great

importance in computer science and mathematical theory. It also has a wide variety of prac-

tical applications in fields such as artificial intelligence (AI) planning, software verification,

bioinformatics, and electronic design automation (EDA)[85]. Though all known algorithms

exhibit worst-case exponential complexity, modern sequential software solvers leverage ad-

vanced branching heuristics, learning algorithms, and highly-optimized implementations such

that many large and/or difficult problem instances are tractable and can be solved in rea-

sonable amounts of time. NP-hard optimization generalizations of SAT such as MaxSAT

and Weighted Partial MaxSAT (WPMS) also claim significant applications in Hardware

Verification[31], AI Planning[133], Relational Inference[84], and Satellite Data Management

[22] among others.

SAT is a well known combinatorial problem that determines whether a certain boolean logic

formula representing a circuit instance can be satisfied by a truth assignment. A circuit

instance is normally represented in Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF), which is a conjunction

(logical AND) of a number of clauses, where each clause is a disjunction (OR operation) of

literals [108]. To satisfy the whole CNF instance, all clauses must be satisfied, which means

at least one literal in each clause should evaluate to “true”. This problem can be solved using

an obvious brute force algorithm that tries every possible combination of input assignments;

however, this has exponential complexity (2n), where n is the number of input variables. The

1
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problem can be modeled as a Binary Decision Diagram (BDD) where transformation into

a Reduced Ordered BDD (ROBDD) makes it easy to determine satisfiability. The problem

can also be mapped to a graph and solved using branch and bound algorithms. However, to

reduce the complexity of any algorithm, heuristics and pruning techniques along with several

other optimizations are used to minimize the search space.

The importance of the problem coupled with the large amount of computation involved

motivated many attempts at parallelization and hardware acceleration of SAT. An excel-

lent survey of reconfigurable hardware SAT solvers was published in 2004 by Skliarova and

Ferrari[122]. Since then a multitude of SAT accelerators have been proposed with vary-

ing degrees of success; a discussion of the most prominent ones is found in[125]. Several

of these published architectures made notable contributions to the state of hardware SAT

acceleration; however, it is not clear that the overall advancement of hardware SAT solvers

has kept pace with the significant advancements of increasingly sophisticated and compe-

tent software solvers. Algorithmic, heuristic, and implementation enhancements have led to

performance gains that have scaled software performance faster than advancements in CPU

performance. Software solvers are capable of solving large (millions of variables and clauses)

and/or difficult problem instances in reasonable amounts of time. These advancements are

easily tracked by observing the results of the annual SAT Competitions and SAT Races[4].

The open-source requirement of these competitions further enable rapid enhancements by

allowing new ideas to be tested on stable solver platforms. In fact, of the five solvers that

placed in the Sequential Application tracks in 2014, three of them were built off the Minisat

code-base[3]. There is no such transparency when comparing hardware solver contributions,

one is left to rely on the handful of benchmarks selected by the authors of the publication.

With no source available for the published hardware solvers it is impossible to reproduce

results for fair comparison on modern problem instances on modern hardware. Even when
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common development boards are targeted, binaries are not available for third parties to

reproduce the results.

A successful hardware SAT accelerator thus faces the following challenges:

• Extracting significant speedup over a modern software solver is difficult; modern soft-

ware solvers are capable of solving large industrial problems with millions of variables

in a reasonable amount of time.

• Without a standard set of benchmarks, platforms, and availability of source or imple-

mented binaries, it is impossible to fairly compare different hardware designs quanti-

tatively.

• Lack of available source code for previous designs makes it impossible to build on

previous work,so hardware designers always start from scratch.

• Most successful software algorithms are not well-suited to hardware implementation

due to complex control structures and dynamic memory requirements.

• SAT instances generated from real problems tend to be quite large. It is essential for

a practical hardware accelerator to scale gracefully in terms of area usage, memory

usage, and runtime.

• SAT solver runtime is highly variable, various instance types are best solved with

differing heuristics, differing algorithms, and even hybrid solvers.

With these challenges in mind, it is possible to extract a set of insights and constraints from

past contributions to hardware-accelerated satisfiability to help identify what is necessary for

a hardware SAT solver to make a practical contribution. A hardware solver should be able

to support SAT instances that encode real problems; solving small, randomly generated or
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hand-crafted difficult instances have little practical value. Following from this, area usage,

memory usage, and runtime should scale gracefully with the size of the problem. Approaches

that scale quadratically or exponentially with problem size have limited applicability to real-

world problems. If it isn’t possible to scale the core solver in a linear fashion, then efficient

partitioning must be used to break up the problem. Partitioning methods should allow for

solving individual bins or partitions of the problem without significantly affecting runtime by

high partitioning overhead. As such, architectures that partition the problem should be able

to scale either partition size or support parallel evaluation of partitions to maintain speedup

as instance size increases. Similarly, the runtime for each iteration of the algorithm must be

bounded. If the runtime of each decision propagation scales with problem size, then hardware

cannot be competitive with the predominant software algorithm where propagation time is

effectively bounded. The effects of Amdahl’s law should be considered when attempting to

accelerate SAT. Several designs accelerated only the stable and compute-intensive Boolean

Constraint Propagation (BCP) step in hardware, which is estimated to comprise 80-90% of

overall execution time. This limits speedup to 5-10X. Finally, hardware architectures should

be thoroughly profiled to determine what type of problem instances are well-suited to that

architecture as is it is unlikely that a truly general-purpose SAT accelerator can be built.

Even in the software world where Conflict Directed Clause Learning (CDCL) based solvers

dominate on many industrial instances, other solver classes such as lookahead based solvers

and Stochastic Local Search (SLS) solvers still perform better on different types of instances

such as small hard-combinatorial problems.
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1.1 Advancing the State of Concurrent and Hardware

Accelerated Satisfiability

As will be discussed in Chapter 2 there have been many attempts to parallelize and ac-

celerate Boolean Satisfiability in FPGAs as the combination of large amounts of Boolean

computation, algorithms with relatively complex control structures, and opportunities for

fine-grained parallelism makes this seems like a problem particularly well suited for hardware

acceleration. However, none of the solutions proposed to date seem to have found widespread

adoption as a SAT accelerator.

One overarching theme is that hardware implementations were frequently developed based

on the most successful software solvers and algorithms. These attempts were generally not

significantly faster, or they were not scalable in terms of performance or logic/memory capac-

ity when applied to real world problems. This is largely due to the complexity of algorithms

intended for general purpose processors that may not be well-suited for efficient hardware

implementation. Other designs were built from the ground up to be hardware-centric but

failed to consistently outperform software, required long recompilations for each problem

instance, or were not scalable in terms of memory or logic requirements. Still other ap-

proaches successfully accelerated portions of SAT solving such as constraint propagation

but speedups were limited by Amdahl’s law to 5-6X. Indeed, recent work[75] has postulated

that the structure of the resolution based proofs built by complete SAT solvers limits the

amount of exposed parallelism even in the presence of an ideal information sharing frame-

work. In accordance with Challenge 7 presented as one of the Seven Challenges in Parallel

SAT Solving[61] it is likely that CDCL simply isn’t well-suited for parallelization and it

likely makes more sense to start from scratch with a different approach. Another challenge

facing existing works is that they present themselves as general purpose SAT solvers instead
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of characterizing a particular class of problems well-suited to their implementation. Most

SAT solvers, including the proposed HW accelerators exhibit superior performance on some

instances and instance classes, and inferior performance on others. A stronger motivation for

adoption could be made if hardware accelerators consistently excelled in a specific real-world

application of SAT.

The purpose of the work presented here is to advance the state of parallel and hardware accel-

erated satisfiability through consideration of different approaches with a particular focus on

an efficient and scalable hardware-centric approach that brings forth significant advantages

over software in an impactful real-world application.

One approach that showed promise but had not been thoroughly explored was that of mas-

sively distributed SLS. This approach simultaneously addressed several of the challenges

listed above, specifically distributed SLS threads:

• Employ simple decision metrics and control flow amenable to hardware implementation

• Do not employ clause learning techniques that would require dynamic clause database

modifications

• Expose parallelism without requiring information-sharing or communication between

independent threads

• Fixed logic requirements for an application-specific architecture is scalable to different

memory architectures

The probSAT algorithm was chosen because it showed strong performance in SAT competi-

tions, contained a simple control flow suitable for hardware implementation, and provided

a simple C implementation well suited for porting via High-Level Synthesis. The advantage

of an SLS solver is that instances run with different seeds can be run in parallel with full
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independence. A hardware prototype was built, featuring a many-core architecture where

the same instance was run on up the 128 cores on a single Xilinx Virtex 7 FPGA. This imple-

mentation as presented in [124]showed strong performance on the small problems supported

by the prototype (limited by BRAM capacity), with up to 99X speedup over the software

implementation and up to 800X speedup over MiniSAT.

The above hardware prototype illustrated the potential of this many-core SLS approach,

and solidified the notion already supported by the survey that local search algorithms with

their simple control flows are particularly well-suited to hardware implementation. However,

while this prototype showed great speedup over MiniSAT on extremely difficult hand-crafted

instances, the limited capacity of the BRAM-based solver prevented testing with real-world

application instances. Additionally, local search algorithms are by nature ”incomplete”, they

are incapable of proving unsatisfiability; thus, making this approach by itself unsuitable for

many real world applications. Applications in domains such as formal verification not only

require the ability to prove instances unsatisfiable. Thus further work was justified in both

evaluating the distributed local search on a system without the given memory restrictions

and in designing an approach that extracts parallelism from distributed SLS threads, but

still supports unsatisfiable instances.

First, in order to enable rapid prototyping of different SAT solver architectures, a scalable

implementation of a parallel probSAT solver was built using a hybrid OpenMP/MPI ap-

proach and tested on the Virginia Tech Advanced Research Computing clusters. This imple-

mentation allowed for evaluating performance of this approach on larger instances, evaluate

different heuristics and seeding techniques while still being able to scale to large numbers of

cores. Using this implementation as a base, a hybrid solver architecture was devised that

uses the local minima from each iteration of distributed local search to incrementally con-

tribute clauses to a complete solver that can find partial solutions or prove unsatisfiability.
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This approach was proposed before as an iterative single-threaded application in [50], but

the work presented here is unique in allowing the local search threads to explore different

parts of the search space in parallel with support for a one-way, asynchronous communication

architecture that allows the CDCL solver and SLS solver threads to operate concurrently

while hiding communication overhead.

Local search threads operate independently, however, it is difficult to ensure that they are

not concurrently exploring the same portion of the search space. Developers often rely on

platform provided pseudo-random generators to produce a random distribution of assign-

ments across threads. This can be an effective approach and the pprobSAT solver that

won first place in the SAT 2014 Competition’s Parallel Random Track uses the python

random.randint() function to seed the GNU libc rand() function in each of the independent

solver threads. The rand() function is then used to set the polarity of each variable in the

initial assignment. In this work more deliberate selection of seeding procedures and pseudo-

random number generators are proposed that offer benefits including an even distribution

of assignments across the Hamming space and in some cases better overall performance.

In observing the results from recent SAT[4] and MaxSAT[1, 2] competitions and recent pub-

lications [80] it appeared that the dominance of complete solvers was less complete in the

MaxSAT and Weighted Partial MaxSAT domains. For Weighted MaxSAT in particular, lo-

cal search based solvers with simple control flows and heuristics were able to find reasonable

solutions for difficult real-world problems where the best complete solvers were unable to

prove an optimal solution even when allocated much more time in the MaxSAT competitions

(5000s vs 300s). Motivated by the strong performance shown in[80], the initial approach was

to adapt the existing probabilistic solver to support weighted clauses. When this approach

performed poorly, a simple greedy stochastic local search algorithm was developed with age-

based tie-breakers. This algorithm performed well displayed an ability to converge towards a
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solution. Coincidentally, the algorithm seems to closely mirror the Ramp[49] solver that has

been successful in recent MaxSAT competitions both as a standalone SLS solver and as part

of the hybrid maxroster[127] solver, the winner of the incomplete track in the 2017 MaxSAT

competition[2]. A scalable, distributed local search WPMS solver was built using this al-

gorithm. The distributed solver was implemented both as a hybrid OpenMP/MPI cluster

application and as an FPGA accelerator using HLS. The efficacy of this solver was proven

with representative benchmarks from recent MaxSAT competitions as well as with Proba-

bilistic Inference problems translated into the WPMS domain. The probabilistic inference

problems are especially interesting as they take problems from a domain that does not seem

well-suited to FPGA acceleration with typically complex algorithms and primarily float-

ing point computations to the WPMS domain where both fine-grained and coarse-grained

parallelism can be extracted and the computation is entirely in the integer domain.

1.2 Contributions

This section summarizes the contributions presented in this document.

1.2.1 Acceleration of Satisfiability with Distributed Local Search

In Chapter 3 a probabilistic SAT solver is presented that splits the search space over dis-

tributed search cores seeded deterministically. Results in Chapter 3 illustrate the efficacy

of this approach in the form of a many-core solver implemented and tested on an FPGA as

well as on a parallel supercomputing cluster with a hybrid OpenMP/MPI implementation.

As illustrated in Figure 1.1, this work primarily targets the class of difficult to prove satis-

fiable instances. This is because there is little to gain from accelerating instances that are
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Figure 1.1: Instance Classification and Target of This Work

already easy to solve for sequential solvers, and the local search approach is unable to prove

unsatisfiability. The contributions presented in Chapter 3 include massively parallel FPGA

and OpenMP/MPI solvers using distributed local search. The results in Section 3.4 show

how the distributed local search approach achieves significant speedups and certain classes

of hard-satisfiable instances.

1.2.2 Deterministic Distribution of Search Space Across Indepen-

dent Solver Cores

In Chapter 4 the argument is made for a more deliberate approach to evenly distributing

the search space across local search threads. The goal of a distributed SLS SAT solver is to

split the search space across threads to minimize the number of flips necessary for any search

thread to find a solution. That is, the measure of a good seeding procedure the minimum

Hamming distance between an initial assignment and a solution; in the general case this

means the seeding procedure should result in even distribution across the Hamming space.

The main contribution presented in Chapter 4 is a simple, deterministic, and hardware-
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efficient scheme that maximizes the range of Hamming weights covered by the initial set

of assignments while retaining guarantees about the minimum and maximum Hamming

distance between initial assignments across cores. This scheme is analyzed and compared in

the context of existing methods and solvers. A secondary contribution in Chapter 4 is a set

of experiments that investigate the significance of statistical soundness for PRNGs used as

sources of stochastic behavior in SLS algorithms. The experiments show that less complex,

hardware-efficient PRNGs such as Linear Feedback Shift Registers (LFSRs) hold their own

in terms of empirical performance compared to more complex PRNGS with better statistical

characteristics.

1.2.3 Concurrent Completeness Without Communication Over-

head

While SLS solvers can efficiently extract parallelism, one reason they are not more widely

deployed in real-world applications is that they are inherently incomplete. Many real-world

applications of satisfiability rely on the ability to prove unsatisfiability of an instance. On

the other hand, complete algorithms that leverage Conflict Driven Clause Learning (CDCL)

are able to prove unsatisfiability, but expose a limited amount of parallelism. In fact in [75] it

is suggested that the depth of the resolution proofs generated by CDCL solvers presents the

upper-bound value on available parallelism and speedup. This means that regardless of how

efficient information sharing between parallel CDCL solvers is, the amount of parallelism is

limited.

Previous work has shown performance benefits on some instance classes with hybrid SAT

solvers that combine the strengths of SLS SAT solvers and CDCL solvers to create a stronger

overall solver. Existing hybrid solvers either don’t share data between components or share
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data back-and-forth in an iterative hill-climbing exercise as described in [50]. However, most

of these works are focused on sequential processors where one task is running at a time. A

parallel approach using OpenCL on GPUs was presented in [20], where a parallel local search

was used as a heuristic for MiniSAT, but it wasn’t very effective resulting in a 3X slowdown

compared to MiniSAT using the standard VSIDs heuristic.

The contribution presented in 5 is an approach that combines the parallel expressiveness

of distributed local search threads with a complete,incremental CDCL solver in a manner

that minimizes communication overhead. The many-core SLS solver presented in Chapter 3

can be combined with any incremental SAT solver supporting the standard ipasir interface

in an attempt to effectively climb many hills at once by searching with different seeds.

At then end of one iteration (i.e. the maximum number of flips is reached), each thread

communicates the unsatisfied clauses from the iteration local minima to the master thread.

The master thread accumulates the set of all unsatisfied clauses, and finds a partial solution

by calling an incremental SAT solver. As in [50] a random new clause is added at the end of

each iteration to ensure completeness and enhance diversification. If this set is unsatisfiable,

then the problem as a whole is unsatisfiable. Otherwise, the partial assignment from the

CDCL solver is used to re-seed one of the SLS cores at the next iteration. This iterative

process continues until either a satisfying solution is found, or the CDCL solver proves

unsatisfiability. This contribution is discussed in Chapter 5 with a completeness proof and

illustrations of how non-blocking asynchronous communication can be used to prevent stalls

due to communication overhead.
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1.2.4 Concurrent Local Search for Weighted Partial MaxSAT

Maximum Satisfiability or MaxSAT is an optimization generalization of SAT which attempts

to maximize the number of satisfied clauses in the case of an unsatisfiable instance. A further

generalization of MaxSAT with real-world applications is that of Weighted Partial MaxSAT

[6] (WPMS). In WPMS, each clause is assigned a weight and the goal is to maximize the

weight of satisfied clauses. Clauses with a weight above a certain threshold are considered

hard clauses and must be satisfied as part of any valid solution. Clauses below that threshold

are considered ”soft” clauses and are part of the optimization problem. WPMS is analogous

to the more general Weighted Constraint Satisfaction problem. MaxSAT andWPMS are NP-

hard[34] problems with many relevant real-world applications [22, 23, 24, 31, 70, 84, 133, 135].

As the optimization generalizations of the NP-complete SAT problem are NP-hard, they

are at least as hard as the vanilla SAT problem. Indeed, a common approach for solving

MaxSAT and Weighted MaxSAT problems is to decompose the instance into a series of easily

solved SAT instances. The increased computation requirements for MaxSAT and Weighted

MaxSAT may yield even more potential gain from acceleration and parallel processing.

In [6] a strong overview of the current state of WPMS solvers is presented. As with SAT

solvers, MaxSAT solvers are either complete or incomplete. Complete solvers can be classified

either as branch and bound or SAT-based. Incomplete solvers can include SLS solvers such

as [81] or [80], but some of the best performers are complete solvers with the ability to print

intermediate best results[6].

Investigation into distributed SLS for MaxSAT and WPMS was motivated by recent work[80]

that showed how a purely probabilistic SLS MaxSAT solver can be very effective when solving

harder MaxSAT instances. The similarity between the probabilistic algorithm used in [80]

and the probSAT algorithm that forms the base of the many-core SAT solver presented here
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in Chapter 3 seemed to indicate that a similar approach could be successful in the MaxSAT

domain since the only major differences were in the probability distribution function and

solver parameters. While MaxSAT and WPMS have many applications in optimization and

planning problems in general, many of those applications require or would benefit greatly

from a complete solver. However, there are several factors that motivate the advancement of

an accelerated local search solver for MaxSAT and WPMS in particular. For one there are

significant classes of industrial problems including MaxCut and WCSP instances based on

Earth Observation Satellite Management[22] that are not easily solvable by complete solvers,

but reasonable solutions are found quickly by incomplete solvers.

The primary contribution presented in Chapter 6 is that of a distributed, scalable WPMS

solver that shows exceptional performance on random and crafted instances and very strong

performance on crafted maxcut instances and specific classes of industrial instances including

Satellite Management[22] and relational inference.

Another area where this WPMS solver could be impactful in is in the field of Probabilistic

Inference. Probabilistic inference has applications in Artificial Intelligence that allow prob-

abilistic reasoning to be applied to real-world problems exhibiting some level of uncertainty.

It has been argued that probabilistic inference may more closely mirror how animal minds

solve problems [56].

1.2.5 Case Study: Probabilistic Inference

In order to motivate performance improvements, the Association for Uncertainty in Artificial

Intelligence (UAI) has held competitions[55] to evaluate the effectiveness of probabilistic

inference solvers. Solvers are evaluated by running them for a fixed amount of time (20

seconds, 20 minutes, or 1 hour), calculating a score, and then ranking them based on quality
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of results[55]. A relationship between Probabilistic Inference and MaxSAT has been shown

in [105] and [11], along with the possibility that existing MaxSAT algorithms and solvers can

be leveraged to more efficiently compute inference solutions. Probabilistic inference is well

suited for incomplete solvers as it is often too difficult to prove optimality in the given time-

window. Additionally, WPMS is a more natural domain for FPGA acceleration compared

to the floating-point heavy probabilistic graphical model calculations. The contribution

presented in Chapter 7 is an evaluation of the concurrent WPMS solver from Chapter 6

when applied to probabilistic inference instances.

1.2.6 Summary

Jointly, the contributions presented here illustrate a path forward for highly concurrent dis-

tributed local search based solvers for satisfiability. The presented techniques, algorithms,

and implementations exploit both coarse and fine-grained parallelism, reduce learning in-

frastructure and inter-thread communication, and feature a less complex control flow that is

efficiently implemented in a high performance computing environment including computer

clusters and reconfigurable hardware. These attributes avoid the pitfalls encountered by ex-

isting solutions in terms of scalability for logic and memory capacity as well as performance

on larger problems. To address some of the challenges presented in Section 1, instead of

trying to compete head-on with software solvers on instances that are already easily solved,

there is a focus on difficult instances and instance classes that predominant software solvers

currently struggle with. Specific instance classes in the WPMS domain are identified where

the presented solver excels and can meet or surpass state of the art performance either as a

standalone solver or as part of a hybrid solver that uses local search to establish an upper

bound.
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In the process of developing these contributions, a thorough survey was performed and

presented in [125] and summarized in Chapter 2, a successful distributed SLS SAT solver

implementation was implemented and presented in [124] and summarized in Chapter 3. The

discussion of efficient and effective distribution of the search space across cores is presented

in 4, and a distributed parallel SLS/CDCL Hybrid solver is presented in 5. Finally an effec-

tive generalization of this approach to the WPMS problem in general and the probabilistic

inference problem in particular is presented in 6 and 7.



Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

This chapter will first briefly provide relevant background information and summarize the

current state of sequential and parallel SAT solvers with a distinct focus on recent attempts

to enable massively parallel and hardware accelerated SAT solvers. For solvers targeting

reconfigurable hardware in particular there will be analysis and classification of proposed

architectures, identification of challenges to obtaining scalable performance benefits and

adoption over modern sequential SAT solvers, and finally a path forward is suggested to ad-

dress these challenges and take advantage of modern high-performance computing resources,

(potentially cloud-hosted)FPGAs, and enabling technologies such as Hybrid Memory Cubes

(HMCs) and High Bandwidth Memory (HBM) to enable competitive performance and scal-

ability.

2.1 Key Concepts

Boolean Satisfiability is a decision problem that presents question of whether for a given

Boolean Formula F across a set of n Boolean variables x1, x2, x3, ...xn : {t, f} there exists

a variable assignment such that F (x1, .., xn) → t. This is traditionally represented in Con-

junctive Normal Form (CNF)[108] which is a conjunction (logical AND) of clauses where

each clause is a disjunction of literals, and each literal asserts the polarity of variable xi to

be positive xi or negative x̂i.

17
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2.1.1 Complete vs Incomplete Algorithms

Algorithms used to solve the Boolean satisfiability problem can be classified as either com-

plete or incomplete. Complete algorithms are guaranteed to finish execution within a finite

amount of time and decide the problem as either satisfiable or unsatisfiable [38]. They do

this by methodically traversing the search space such that when the program terminates,

either a satisfying assignment was found, or the entire search tree was considered and all

possible branches are guaranteed to be unsatisfiable. Incomplete algorithms on the other

hand are typically greedy algorithms that try to satisfy as many clauses as possible as quickly

as possible, but can essentially run forever with no guarantee of finding a satisfying solution.

Incomplete algorithms are also incapable of proving that an instance is unsatisfiable.

Many complete algorithms for SAT have been proposed including ones based on resolution,

symbolic solving with reduced order Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs), inference, and ex-

haustive search[39]. However, most successful modern SAT solvers use a combination of

backtracking search and inference[39].

The primary complete algorithm for search in SAT is the Davis Putnam Loveland Longe-

mann (DPLL)[43] algorithm. This backtracking search algorithm keeps track of assignment

decisions in a binary decision tree. Variables are chosen and assigned a value of (0 or

1) in order to incrementally build the tree. After a variable is assigned, the next step is

Boolean Constraint Propagation (BCP). This process propagates the newly assigned deci-

sion throughout the undefined clauses and determines if there are any new implications,

conflicts, or satisfied clauses. If a conflict is detected the solver backtracks to the last deci-

sion step and flips the last assignment to pursue the opposite decision branch. Eventually

the search finds an assignment that satisfies all clauses, or it has backtracked to the root

assignment after exchausting all possible branches, thus proving unsatisfiability. The major-
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ity of successful solvers today implement an inference-based enhancement to DPLL known

as Conflict-Driven Clause Learning (CDCL) that adds the ability to learn new clauses and

non-chronologically backjump within the search. Modern solvers augment this algorithm

with extremely efficient BCP built on lazy data structures, low-overhead decision heuristics

such as VSIDS, and conflict resolution with non-chronological backtracking to rapidly prune

the search space[86]. These advancements allow modern software solvers to process problems

with millions of variables and unimaginably large search spaces in a matter of minutes or

hours.

There are a number of incomplete algorithms, but most today are based on Stochastic

Local Search (SLS). Local search algorithms use Metaheuristics, higher-level procedures that

efficiently traverse the search space of a problem using a set of strategies that limit how much

of that search space is visited[27, 33]. The strategies or heuristics used to make decisions

often attempt to create a balance between intensification and diversification[27]. A greedy

heuristic will intensify a solution until the search finds a local minima with no possible move

that improves the cost function. On the other hand, a strategy that makes purely random

decisions may do a good job of diversifying the search and visiting distant parts of the search

space, but may or may not improve solution quality. Local search methods make iterative

changes or moves within a neighborhood of possible moves in an attempt to find a solution

to the problem[33].

SLS Solvers for SAT typically combine a greedy decision heuristic with some sort probabilistic

strategy to introduce diversity. The neighborhood in this case is the set of assignments that

can be reached by flipping a single variable assignment and the decision procedure selects

the flip candidate. The heuristics used typically include some sort of cost function that

attempts to maximize the number of newly satisfied clauses or makes, minimize the number

of newly unsatisfied clauses or breaks, or maximize the value of makes− breaks. One of the
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earliest successful local search algorithms for SAT was the Greedy SAT (GSAT)[119] which

performed a purely greedy local search. This was followed up by the WalkSAT[120] algorithm

that also incorporates a random walk where at each decision point a random decision is made

with probability p. It was later shown in [66] that local search algorithms incorporating

random walks in this manner are probabilistically asymptotically complete; given an infinite

runtime it is almost certain that a solution will be found by such an algorithm if it exists.

More recently a new class of SLS solvers were introduced[14, 15] that make decisions based

directly on probability distribution functions dependent on make or break values. These

solvers such as probSAT[15] are very effective, especially on random instances winning Gold

medals in the Sequential random track of the 2013 SAT Competition and the parallel random

track in the 2014 SAT Competition[4]. SLS solvers in general can be simply and efficiently

implemented, and are capable of finding satisfiable solutions through rapid exploration of

the search space. They are however, unable to prove a formula is unsatisfiable and are clearly

outperformed by CDCL solvers on many classes of real-world instances. The performance of

SLS algorithms on various instance classes is highly dependent upon tuning and can be very

effectively tuned automatically as shown in [76]. SLS algorithms can also be directly applied

to the MaxSAT problem where the goal is to maximize the number of satisfied clauses in an

unsatisfiable instance.

There have been attempts to create hybrid solvers that combine the strengths of CDCL and

SLS solvers[50]. More recently, as seen in the SAT Competition 2014 [21] there is a tendency

to use hybrid solvers that run incomplete SLS algorithms for a fixed amount of time to

quickly find a solution, and then switch over to a complete CDCL-based solver if no solution

was found. This allows one to leverage the strengths of both types of solvers, and such a

solver won the Hard Combinatorial SAT Track in 2014[3].
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MaxSAT and Optimization Generalizations of SAT

SAT can be generalized into optimization problems such as Maximum Satisfiability or

MaxSAT. The MaxSAT problem attempts to maximimize the number of satisfied clauses

within a SAT instance. Further generalizations of MaxSAT include Partial MaxSAT and

Weighted Partial MaxSAT(WPMS). In these generalizations, some subset of the clauses are

considered “hard” and some are considered “soft”. Hard clauses must be satisfied as part of

any valid solution, but the goal of the optimization problem is to maxmimize the number of

satisfied soft clauses. The WPMS variant further adds weights to each clause where the goal

is to satisfy all hard clauses, and maximimize the weight across satisfied soft clauses. A good

overview of traditional sequential MaxSAT algorithms with a focus on complete branch and

bound techniques is presented in [78], and modern sequential and parallel solvers based on

linear search or core-guided techniques are discussed in [33].

Instance Specific vs. Application Specific

Software SAT solvers are typically tuned to perform well on specific instance classes or for

specific tracks in the yearly SAT competitions. However, they are still considered general-

purpose SAT solvers that can be applied to any SAT instance.

SAT solvers targeting hardware accelerators on the other hand are typically limited in scope

due to the fixed processing structures and limited hardware resources. Early approaches

to hardware acceleration leveraged the fact that a boolean formula describes a circuit and

would synthesize boolean logic formulas directly into an optimized hardware circuit in an

Instance Specific approach[122]. These approaches such as [137] often boasted impressive

run-time performance improvements as they were able to extract large amounts of parallelism

by reducing the BCP step to a single clock cycle. However, the lengthy synthesis and
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implementation time typically negated any potential speedup.

In order to create practical hardware accelerators that did not simply push the problem

complexity and execution time onto the EDA tools[129], more recent attempts at hardware

accelerators take an Application Specific approach where as long as a problem instance fits

within certain implementation bounds, they can be loaded onto the hardware by program-

ming registers or memory whether on-chip or off-chip. Even as of 2004 [122] most research

shifted to development of application specific solvers to avoid the computational expense of

instance-specific placement and routing. All the approaches published since then have been

application specific, and mapped instance circuits into registers, block RAMs (BRAMs), or

off-chip DRAM instead of trying to encode it into the FPGA.

Heterogeneous vs. Full Hardware Solutions

The approaches discussed in [122] were loosely-coupled systems where some preprocessing

was done in software but actual solver operation was fully implemented in hardware. Several

solutions presented since then [41, 42, 128, 129, 134] have been heterogeneous solutions that

depend on software operation for control and conflict resolution, whereas others solve the

entire problem on the FPGA after some software preprocessing operations [57, 58, 71, 72,

73, 111].

2.2 Evolution of Software Solvers

2.2.1 Sequential SAT Solvers

Since the seminal 1962 paper [43], which introduced the Davis-Putenam-Longemann-Loveland

(DPLL) algorithm, DPLL has been the prominent algorithm used for complete SAT solvers.
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While there have been many significant enhancements since then, most successful complete

solvers use the basic concepts of DPLL at their core.

In [87], the concepts of Conflict Driven Clause Learning (CDCL) and non-chronological

backjumping were introduced. The search follows the same pattern as DPLL; however,

when a conflict occurs, “look-back” techniques are used to determine the core-cause of the

conflict. With this analysis, a new constraint can be added to the problem that prevents

re-traversing unsatisfiable subtrees and the search can jump non-chronologically back to the

root cause of the conflict, avoiding the sequential backtracking performed by DPLL.

The CDCL concept was further refined in[96] where the concepts of two-watched literals and

the VSIDs heuristic were introduced with the Chaff solver. Both of these are key concepts

which contribute to the impressive performance of modern SAT solvers. Two-watched literals

is the process of “watching” two literals in each clause and only processing a clause if one

of the watched literals in those clauses changed. This has a major benefit in significantly

reducing memory accesses, which is a major contribution to the ability of modern solvers

to solve large problems as it helps optimize caching behaviour[96]. Hardware solvers have

largely avoided implementing this scheme due to its complexity. Most rely instead on storing

clauses in high-speed on-chip BRAM, limiting the size of the instances that can be solved.

The second major contribution of the Chaff solver is the VSIDs heuristic which is generally

considered to be one of the stronger general-purpose variable decision heuristics. The basic

idea is that the priority of a variable is a decaying value based upon the number of occurrences

of the variable within the formula. Variable priority gets incremented if a conflict clause is

added that contains that variable and decays according to a pre-set time constant. This

powerful heuristic has been essential in pruning the search space. The dynamic reaction to

variables that are frequently and recently contributing to conflicts allows quicker resolution of

local conflict scenarios versus the traditional static ordering. Dynamic ordering of variables
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is also something that is more complex to implement in hardware and hasn’t been seen in

full-hardware accelerator designs.

Sequential SAT solvers were further advanced by solvers such as MiniSAT that offered a

clean, extensible, and yet extremely performant implementation of the previously discussed

enhancements as well as contributions such as an effective preprocessor[45] and the use of

hardware synthesis optimization techniques such as Directed Acyclic Graph optimization

(DAG) to minimize the circuit before solving[47]. MiniSAT also introduced the concept

of periodically deleting learned clauses based on conflict activity which proves effective in

maintaining propagation performance while keeping the most pertinent learned clauses. Min-

iSAT’s performance has been eclipsed in recent years, but its clean, performance-optimized

implementation and modular code-base make it the de facto base for new solvers. In fact, in

the 2014 SAT Competition, six of the nine places in the Sequential Application tracks were

claimed by solvers based on the MiniSAT core[3]. Minor heuristic tweaks such as restart

frequency and differences in learned clause deletion management have major performance

implications that differ even based on whether an instance is SAT or UNSAT[100].

2.2.2 Parallel SAT Solvers

The most popular and effective approaches to Parallel SAT solvers leverage the sophisticated

sequential CDCL techniques in a task-parallel manner. Task decomposition can be done

either via search-space partitioning or with a parallel portfolio approach. In search-space

partitioning, different branches of a DPLL search tree are allocated to separate processors.

The parallel portfolio approach executes different search strategies and heuristics on different

processors. In practice, portfolio solvers have been more popular and effective; they are often

able to exhibit super-linear speedup when one of the cores quickly stumbles upon the correct
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solution. ManySAT[62] (based on MiniSAT) popularized the parallel portfolio approach

with strong performances in the 2008 SAT Race and 2009 SAT Competition[65]. This solver

concept was further refined by Plingeling[25] which follows the same concept as ManySAT

but reduces the clauses shared between threads to unit lemmas. Plingeling has won Silver

or Gold in the Parallel track for all SAT Competitions since 2011[4]. A more successful spin

on search-space partitioning is the Cube and Conquer Approach[63] that uses a lookahead

solver with a cutoff heuristic to identify branches of the search tree that can be quickly solved

by fully independent parallel CDCL solvers. This approach has been implemented to great

effect in the Treengeling solver which won the 2016 SAT Competition Parallel track and had

second and third place finished in 2013 and 2014 respectively[4].

Several works attempted to accelerate satisfiability with parallel local search. In [9] the

authors evaluated different methods of sharing information between local search threads to

avoid redundant work with near-linear speedup up to four cores and good speedup up to

eight cores. In [7] the same group evaluated the scalability of this approach on a compute

cluster and found performance improved typically up to 16 cores and then tapered off. In [8]

scalability of parallel local search algorithms with no information sharing was investigated.

They found that scalability was near-linear up to 512 cores for instances in the crafted and

verification families and that often the best sequential algorithm was not the best performer

on a massive scale. Other instances from the random and quasigroup instance classes did

not show scalable performance.

Broader overviews of parallel SAT solvers can be found in [65], [89], and [18]. A survey of

parallel local search methods is found in [33].
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2.2.3 GPU SAT Solvers

There have been many attempts to accelerate SAT using Graphics Processing Unit accel-

eration with limited success. As noted above, parallel software solvers leverage sequential

algorithms with complex control and branching decisions in a task-parallel manner with

search-space partitioning or portfolio approaches. On the other hand GPUs are designed

for and excel at data-parallel computation where simple operations with minimal branching

decisions are performed on elements of a large data set in parallel; the architecture of GPUs

makes existing parallel SAT solver techniques inapplicable[36]. GPUs may be better suited

to different, highly parallel algorithms with simpler control structures but the tradeoff in

heuristic complexity and learning capability can leave them slower than contemporary se-

quential software[94]. Some works show speedups compared to sequential versions of in-house

algorithms[36, 52], but lack direct comparisons to accepted benchmarks like MiniSAT. It is

unclear whether these solvers would be competitive with contemporary sequential software

solvers.

In [20] a hybrid solver was presented that implemented a simple parallel local search algo-

rithm on an Nvidia Tesla GPU using OpenCL and used the local search result as a heuristic

for MiniSAT. While they were able to extract significant parallelism in their local search

with an order of magnitude speedup over their sequential algorithm, overall performance

was still 3.6X slower than the unmodified sequential MiniSAT with VSIDs heuristic.

2.2.4 Advancements in Sequential and Parallel Optimization Gen-

eralizations

Optimization generalizations of satisfiability such as MaxSAT andWeighted Partial MaxSAT

are NP-hard problems[34], potentially offering even more opportunity for exploitation of
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concurrency.

An overview of parallel complete algorithms for MaxSAT and its generalizations including

partial and weighted partial MaxSAT is presented in in [83] along with a summary of the

work originally presented in [92]. Complete MaxSAT solvers commonly use iterative calls

to SAT solvers to exhaustively search the possible weight assignments[83]. Linear Search

algorithms insert relaxation variables into soft clauses that will be set true if the original

soft clause is not satisfied as part of a SAT solution. The cost of a solution can then

be calculated by summing the relaxation variable assignments; the initial solution weight

where all soft clauses have relaxation variables defines an upper bound to the solution. The

linear search solver then defines a new pseudo-Boolean constraint on the upper bound and

encodes it into the SAT instance; it stipulates that any new solution must cost less than the

current upper bound. Thus, if a solution is found for the working formula, the solution cost

will be less than the current upper bound. If the working formula is proven UNSAT, then

the current upper bound value is the optimal solution. Lower-bound search algorithms also

exist that start with a cost constraint of zero and incrementally solve SAT instances until the

working formula is satisfiable. Unsatisfiability-Based algorithms leverage the underlying SAT

solver’s ability to identify unsatisfiable cores of clauses to more selectively insert relaxation

variables more efficiently manage lower-bound constraints[83]. The parallel MaxSAT solvers

discussed in [83] use either or both of the above strategies and split the available workers

across some combination of upper bound and lower-bound search and exchange information

regarding bound values and learned clauses to minimize redundant work. Similar to parallel

SAT solvers, parallel MaxSAT solvers can be classified as portfolio solvers or search-space

splitting solvers. Portfolio solvers use different algorithms, or different configurations of

the same algorithm to work in parallel on the same instance and share data to reduce

redundant work. Search-space splitting based solvers allocate workers to search different
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bound intervals or different portions of the search tree. Since these solvers use underlying

CDCL SAT solvers, they can also benefit from sharing learned clauses with each other,

though doing this safely and scalably turns out to be quite complex. One issue that comes

up due to the vast search space of MaxSAT, is that even the space of provably optimal

solutions in terms of weight is quite varied and a non-deterministic solution is unsuitable for

applications where reproducability is important[83]. In [91, 92] a deterministic parallel solver

approach was proposed that requires structured synchronization between the search threads

to ensure consistency between threads in terms of lower-bound values. They found that

despite the synchronization overhead, performance was comparable between deterministic

and non-deterministic algorithms on difficult problem instances. Ultimately while these

approaches to show performance increases over sequential MaxSAT solvers, they are not

very scalable with the maximum reported speedup in [92] being 2.57X with eight threads. In

[97] a distributed solver is presented that uses either Guiding Paths or Search Space Splitting

approaches in a cluster environment and shows that increasing the number of threads up to 16

does increase the number of solved instances. They note that gains are small because solvers

quickly converge to near-optimum values quickly which limits the diversification possible

within the search space.

There have been many recent works on local search for MaxSAT and WPMS[49, 80, 81, 82].

In those works as well as in recent MaxSAT competitions[1, 2] local search solvers have shown

strong performance, especially on crafted and random instances. For Weighted MaxSAT in

particular, local search based solvers with simple control flows and heuristics were able to

find optimal or near optimal solutions for difficult industrial instances including spot5[22]

and rna alignment[88] instances as well as crafted problems such as MaxCUT instances

where the best complete solvers were unable to prove an optimal solution despite being

allocated 60X as much time(5000s vs 300s) in recent MaxSAT competitions[1, 2]. Hybrid
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solvers incorporating local search and complete MaxSAT algorithms also show very strong

performance where a local search solver is typically run for a fixed timeout to generate a

reasonable upper bound value before starting the linear search process. The MaxRoster[127]

solver which uses Ramp[49] to generate the initial upper bound dominated the incomplete

track in the 2017 MaxSAT competition[2] despite being a complete solver.

Other hybrid approaches to MaxSAT have performed well in recent MaxSAT competitions.

These include [114] and [40] that combine Mixed Integer Programming optimization with

iterative calls to SAT solvers. The MaxHS solver based on [40] won the Weighted MaxSAT

category in the 2017 competition[2]. An approach that combines Decimation with local

search was presented in [30] and exhibits state of the art performance on all classes of

unweighted MaxSAT instances as well as Random and Crafted WPMS instances. Due to

the iterative nature of these algorithms, it is unclear that this could be effectively parallelized.

A hybrid solver with potential for parallel operation was proposed in [77] that used MiniSAT

to guide a local search procedure by restricting the search neighborhood to variables whose

value has not been fixed (decided or implied) by the MiniSAT search. This approach was

shown to be effective in finding MaxSAT solutions to hard UNSAT instances from earlier

SAT competitions. However, this approach is not effective on real-world MaxSAT instances

as MiniSAT quickly proves those to be unsatisfiable and falls back onto pure local search. The

authors of [77] postulate that this approach would be well-suited to multi-core architectures,

it isn’t clear that they actually tested speedup with multiple threads.
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2.3 Hardware Accelerated Satisfiability

2.3.1 Legacy Hardware Acceleration Approaches

It is beneficial to briefly summarize the conclusions from [122] so as to be able to contrast it

with advancements since then. Skliarova and Ferrari covered 26 papers discussing hardware

SAT accelerators, encompassing half that number of unique solutions. They summarized the

analyzed approaches in terms of Algorithmic issues, Programming Model, Execution Model,

Reconfiguration Mode, and Logic Capacity. The algorithmic issue discussion encompassed

whether a solution was DPLL, PODEM, or SLS based. Programming Model addressed

whether a solver was instance or application specific. The execution model analysis focused

on hardware/software partitioning of the solvers and whether hardware/software partitioned

solvers divided work according to computational complexity or logic capacity. Reconfigura-

tion Mode addressed whether a solver used a single fixed-function bitstream or reconfigured

the device (partial or full reconfiguration) to modify FPGA operation at runtime. Finally,

Logic Capacity dealt with the various approaches of solving instances that required too much

logic for available hardware.

The approaches presented in [122] cover the gamut of the above classifications. There

were instance-specific approaches that synthesized the entire CNF as a circuit and used

an array of state machines to perform basic DPLL procedures[106, 136] and there were

application-specific designs that leveraged dynamic reconfiguration for context switching on

larger problems[44]. The most notable design according to Skliarova and Ferrari was [137]

where an instance specific implementation was used that allocate clauses among a pipelined

network of processing elements that can each process a fixed number of clauses with a control

unit at the end of the pipeline that manages the SAT solver operation. This work also pre-

sented support for non-chronological backtracking as well as conflict resolution and clause
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learning. This design was quite advanced for its time, and some concepts were emulated

by other later solvers. The design presented in [44] also earned a special mention for its

use of partial reconfiguration to context switch between hardware pages, allowing for large

formulae to be processed.

It was noted that early SAT solvers were almost overwhelmingly instance specific but any

potential speedup was likely negated by implementation time on most non-trivial problems.

As a result, the authors suggest that future solvers will be predominantly application specific

as were most contemporary hardware solvers.

Skliarova and Ferrari exhibited clairvoyance in noticing some trends that persist in the dis-

cussion here today. One is that it is difficult to analyze and compare the performance of the

various hardware solvers given the lack of standardized benchmarks and comparison plat-

forms when comparing to software.There is also a lack of transparency in the benchmarks,

and some authors ignored or failed to present hardware compilation and reconfiguration time

when considering performance. They also noted that while some works presented impres-

sive speedups of up to several orders of magnitude, this speedup calculation is beholden to

benchmark selection and often speedup is shown on instances with little practical impor-

tance. Also, most designs compared themselves to GRASP, which at that time was already

obsolete; far more advanced software solvers such as Chaff and zChaff were already available.

Finally, they note the then-recent advancement of hardware-software partitioning to allow

for the solving of much larger problems.

2.3.2 Modern Hardware Acceleration Approaches

Prior to explaining the key concepts and details regarding the various solvers, a brief overview

of the higher-level classifications is presented here. The main classifications presented in this
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Figure 2.1: High-level classification of Modern SAT Accelerators

Figure 2.2: Granularity of Parallelism in FPGA SAT Solvers

section are granularity of hardware parallelism and HW/SW partitioning. The majority of

solvers presented here implemented the CDCL algorithm either fully in hardware or as a

BCP co-processor assisting a software solver. Safar et al [111, 113] opted to create a cus-

tom strategy based on the seminal Davis-Putnam-Logemann-Loveland (DPLL) algorithm

with a less control-heavy conflict resolution strategy that is efficiently implemented in hard-

ware. Kanazawa and Maruyama build a SLS solver based on the WalkSAT algorithm. An
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overview of these classifications is shown in Figure 2.1. Most FPGA accelerators aim to

extract speedups by exploiting high-levels of parallelism; the works surveyed here extracted

parallelism at various levels of granularity as shown in Figure 2.2. The following levels of

parallelism are defined in order of granularity as below:

• Variable Level Parallelism - Testing multiple variables in parallel

• Clause Level Parallelism - Evaluating, or propagating multiple clauses in parallel

• Partition Level Parallelism - Partitioning SAT instances into sub-instances that can

be evaluated in parallel

• Thread Level Parallelism - Having multiple threads in parallel for a single instance

Heterogeneous Solvers

Since the process of deciding variables, analyzing conflicts, and learning clauses is often

control heavy and complex, some solvers opt for a heterogeneous approach where a hardware

co-processor accelerates computationally intense tasks for a software solver. BCP is a popular

candidate for acceleration as it is the most computationally intense portion of the DPLL

algorithm and is estimated to consume 80-90% of solver runtime[129]. BCP is well suited to

FPGA acceleration due to the lack of data dependencies between clauses as well as memory

access requirements that are well suited to BRAM. Acceleration of BCP is practical and

efficient, but overall speedup is limited to around 5-10X according to Amdahl’s law. The

major benefit of accelerating only the BCP process in hardware is that instead of competing

with advanced software solvers, FPGA-based solutions can supplement them to take full

advantage of algorithmic advancements.
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Table 2.1: Classification of Modern HW SAT Solvers

Solver Completeness Algorithm HW/SW Partition
Safar et al [111, 112] Complete DPLL based Full HW
Gulati et al [57, 58] Complete DPLL/CDCL

(GRASP)
Full HW

Haller, Singh [59] Complete CDCL/Two watched
lit.

Full HW

Davis et al [41, 42] Complete CDCL SW Solver, HW
BCP Coprocessor

Yuan et al [134] Complete CDCL/Brute force SW Solver, HW
brute-force last 13-
16 bits

Thong et al [128, 129] Complete CDCL SW Solver, HW
BCP Coprocessor

Kanazawa et al[71,
72, 73]

Incomplete SLS (WalkSAT) Full HW

Full Hardware Solutions

Some solvers implement the entire solver algorithm in hardware. This means that all deci-

sion, control, and heuristic, and propagation logic is implemented in hardware. Some ap-

proaches attempt to map successful software algorithms into parallel accelerators [57, 58, 59]

and others devised hardware-centric designs that trade algorithmic complexity for hardware

efficiency[111, 113].

2.3.3 Analysis

In this section, high-level analysis is presented on the surveyed work including generalized

insights, and a discussion of how some of these approaches map to state of the art hardware

and SAT instances. Table 2.1 shows the basic characteristics of solvers surveyed in this

chapter, which presents the classification criteria most fitting for modern solvers.
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Old & New Classification

Interestingly, the various reconfigurable SAT solvers published since the 2004 survey [122]

seem to have converged to derive common answers to certain design issues in a way that

obsoletes some of the classification characteristics from [122]. In particular the Program-

ming Model and Reconfiguration Mode issues seem to no longer be appropriate classification

characteristics.

In [122], Programming Model distinguished between application-specific and instance specific

SAT solvers. Skliarova and Ferrari identified a trend that the more recent solvers leaned

towards application-specific architectures, and this trend has held true. All of the works

surveyed here are application-specific solutions, and all of them directly addressed instance

specific designs as taking far too long to implement the instance circuit. Since 2004, only one

publication proposed an instance-specific design[69]. This work was published as an architec-

tural exploration that mapped the target CNF file to a VHDL package structured similarly

to a database such that constant propogation results in a highly optimized clause evaluation

circuit. While interesting as an architectural exploration, this solver isn’t addressed in detail

here because performance is not competitive with software even when compilation time is

not considered, only showing speedup on a handful on unsatisfiable problems.

Similarly the works discussed in [123] could be classified according to Reconfiguration mode.

Solvers could use static configuration or dynamic reconfiguration for different steps of a spe-

cific problem instance. All of the approaches surveyed here program fixed logic structures

onto the FPGA and use memories, either internal block RAMs or external DRAM memories

to store the instance data. Even the approaches such as [41, 58] that modify internal circuit

representations in memory only do so with the regular BRAM write ports. None of the ap-

proaches considered actually change the physical configuration of the FPGA. By Skliarova’s
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Table 2.2: Scaling Complexity of various Hardware Solvers

Solver Capacity
Scaling

Accelerated Portion Scaling

Safar et al [111,
112]

Quadratic Quadratic(Memory), Lin-
ear(Logic)

Gulati et al[57, 58] Linear Quadratic(Logic)
Haller and Singh
[59]

Linear Fixed(Logic) - Two BCP cores

Davis et al [41, 42] Linear Linear(Memory)
Thong et al [128,
129]

Linear Linear(Memory)

Yuan et al [134] Linear Exponential(Logic)
Kanazawa,
Maruyama[72, 73]

Linear Fixed(Logic)

definition, it is proposed that all the works here would be considered statically configured.

Scalability

In order to assess how well the studied works would scale on modern hardware, a series

of projections were made based on published information and educated assumptions. Two

separate aspects of scaling were assessed. One was how well a solution could scale to solve

larger instances on a modern FPGA, and the second is how well the hardware accelerated

portion of the algorithm scales. This second metric is important for solutions that partition

the problem into sequentially processed bins[58, 134]. An abstract view of these estimates

is seen in Table 2.2.

Scaling estimates are based on the device utilization, scaling formulas, and architectural

descriptions provided in the various publications. Due to variations in the available infor-

mation, some projections will be more accurate than others. In general, the projections are

purposefully optimistic and aim to present the most fair comparison possible based on which

type of resource will limit instance capacity or accelerator size, which can be limited by logic
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resources or internal/external memory space.

While outside the scope of this investigation, it is important to consider scalability within

the context of software solutions as well. Software solver capacity can scale to support most

tractable application instances due to access to plentiful DRAM. Software performance in

terms of BCP throughput, however, was shown in [128] to drop faster than Thong’s solution

as problem size or the number of threads increased. This was attributed to Thong’s co-

processor relieving pressure on the memory subsystem as larger instances result in more

cache evictions and multiple threads increased contention for limited memory bandwidth

and cache residency.

Scaling to solve larger problems

Davis et al. [42] supported 256 parallel inference engines on a XC5VLX110T device with 296

BRAMs. Each engine used one BRAM block consuming 256/296 18Kb memories overall.

Since their inference engines are of fixed size, it is reasonable to assume roughly linear

scaling of BRAM usage. Their design is primarily limited by the number of BRAMs, using

91% of available BRAMs, but less than 20% of the LUTs on the XCV5LX110T. Given the

improvements in the tools and manufacturing it may be reasonable to assume that 4096

parallel inference cores running at the same 200MHz rate would be possible, using 95% of

the Xilinx XCKU115 BRAMs.

The maximum problem size supported by Gulati[58] should also scale roughly linearly ac-

cording to memory resources, but it isn’t clear what the memory requirements of their bin

encoding is.

Safar’s approach [111] evaluated all clauses in parallel, and could support up to 511 clauses

on a Xilinx XC2VP30 device. In [111] capacity was limited by the logic consumed by the
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parallel clause evaluators. Each clause evaluator is of fixed size and logic utilization should

scale linearly with instance size. Memory usage on the other hand scales quadratically, and

quickly becomes the limiting factor for this approach. The Memory VEOC component of

their design requires two bits of storage per clause for each variable. In [111], 65 total 512x32

memory blocks were used, with 32 used for the VEOC, 32 presumably for the ClauseDB,

and a single BRAM is used for the register file. Memory requirements for this design should

be approximately 4C2 bits where C is the number of clauses. If two XCKU115 BRAMs are

reserved for the register file, then the maximum instance size can be expressed as V,C =√
(4318 ∗ 18 ∗ 1024)/4, which means that approximately 4460 variables/clauses that could

be supported. Supporting the required 8920 (4460 ∗ 2) bit read width is not an issue, and

the roughly 8X linear scaling of the clause evaluator logic would use approximately 27% of

the Xilinx XCKU115 device.

No attempt was made to scale Thong’s approach as it was already implemented on a modern

Stratix V FPGA with 40 Mbits of internal memory, and his compression techniques are highly

instance-specific relying on memory partitioning, global address minimization, and enhanced

BCP to fit larger circuits.

Additionally several approaches [59, 73, 134] stored the clause database in DRAM and re-

quested data as needed. The maximum problem size supported by these approaches should

scale gracefully with DRAM capacity. No attempt was made to scale these approaches to a

larger memory, as the largest published instances in [59, 73] are already sufficient for most

currently solvable real-world instances; it’s expected that [134] would also be able to store

such large instances provided sufficient DRAM.

Figure 2.3 compares the maximum supported problem size for the considered solvers. Where

possible, it includes scaling projections to a Xilinx XCKU115 part. Due to the large variance

between solvers, it was necessary to plot this on a logarithmic scale. In terms of maximum
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number of clauses, the DRAM-based approaches of [59] and [73] have a clear advantage

supporting 70 million and 11.6 million clauses respectively. However, [128] (795,369) and

[41] (1M, projected on the XCKU115) are competitive in terms of number of variables sup-

ported, even while using internal memory for storage. All of the aforementioned approaches

are sufficient to solve many real-world instances, though the 1M clause limit of [41] limits

applicability to some larger problems. It’s also likely that [134] and [58] would scale to sup-

port much larger problems, but there is not enough published information to confirm this.

The 4460 clause limit of [111] greatly reduces applicability to real-world problems.

Scalability of Accelerated Portion

The maximum supported problem size doesn’t tell the whole story. Some of the presented

approaches partition the problem into bins such that intra-bin resolution is performed with

parallel operations, but the bins are processed sequentially. In these approaches, if the bin

size does not scale along with the maximum problem size, then the solver will be unbal-
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anced where time spent sequentially processing bins will outweigh the speedup gained via

accelerated processing of each bin. Calculations were thus carried out in order to isolate the

accelerated portion of each solver and predict how well they would scale to a larger Xilinx

XCKU115 FPGA.

In Gulati-2009, the authors support relatively large instances on a Xilinx XCV4FX140 device

(up to 10K variables and 280K clauses); however, the accelerated portion supports a bin size

of 75 variables and 50 clauses. These bins are swapped sequentially by the decision engine.

The parallel solver portion scales as a function of LUTs = 20 ∗ V ∗ C + 300 ∗ V [58], and

they calculated that ideally C = 2
3
V . Solving the resulting quadratic equation we find that a

KU115 should be able to support a 285 variable and 190 clause partition with fully parallel

propagation and conflict resolution. This offers only a 3.8X increase from the projected 75

variable and 50 clause partition size on the XC4VFX140 device[58] despite a full order of

magnitude increase in on-chip resources.

Yuan et al.[134] brute-force all combinations of a fixed number of variables in parallel. Thus,

the accelerated portion of their solution scales exponentially at the rate 2V with V being

the cutoff for the number of undecided variables where control is switched from software

to hardware. A 13 variable brute-force circuit was implemented on a 114,480 logic element

Terasic DE2-115 board. If the number of logic elements is divided by 213, then at most

roughly 14 LEs are needed per assignment possibility. The Xilinx XCKU115 device claims

1,451,100 LEs, and thus could potentially support processing 103,650 assignments in parallel.

It is unlikely then that even the largest FPGA would be able to process more than 17 variables

in parallel. It’s unlikely that performance would scale with problem size as the ratio of total

variables to sub-problem variables grows.

Figure 2.4 shows the relative (logarithmic) scaling of accelerated portions of the various

designs going from the original device to the XCKU115. This is an approximation as the
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effectiveness of the exploited parallelism is instance-specific for both [41] and [58]. The

efficacy of both of these accelerators are highly dependent on how effectively an instance can

be partitioned and mapped to hardware.

Kanazawa’s[73] solution is not displayed here as the level of parallelism is fixed by his pipeline

length, which is dependant on external memory access times instead of available logic or local

memory. Kanazawa[72] only has 20 clause evaluation cores, but based on his analysis of clause

to variable ratios in 3-SAT problems, these are sufficient to evaluate all possible implications

of a single decision within a 3-SAT circuit. In fact, the 12-stage pipeline described in [72] is

capable of doing this for four concurrent threads.

The approach taken in[59] has fixed levels of parallelism based on the two-watched literal

scheme but performance is limited by memory throughput and any performance scaling

would be due to the upgrade to DDR4 memory on modern platforms. It’s important to note

that software would benefit equally from this transition in addition to increased amounts of

L3 cache (up to 30MB) compared to the contemporary CPUs.

Thong’s approach in [128, 129] would benefit directly from increases in BRAM capacity

either by supporting larger instances with the same number of threads, or by allowing even

more threads since his approach stores redundant variable assignments for each thread.

2.3.4 Generalized Insights

While the hardware solvers discussed above took many different approaches, each had a set

of insights and contributions that should be taken into account by anyone attempting to

create a new reconfigurable SAT solver architecture.
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Implication Time must be Bounded

As Davis [41, 42] points out, software SAT solvers consistently perform BCP operations on

multi-GHz CPUs within thousands of clock cycles. In order to be competitive, a hardware

accelerator must keep implication time bounded to tens of clock cycles. Performance cannot

scale linearly with problem size when competing with the software two-watched literal scheme

which effectively bounds BCP time. Implication time can be bounded by scaling in terms of

area usage rather than execution time by extracting more parallelism. This is the approach

taken in [41, 42, 111] where all clauses are processed in parallel and solving larger problems

requires more procesing elements. Gulati et al [58] have a consistent implication, and conflict

resolution time, but only within a single bin.

In [128, 129], there is no explicit bound on implication time, but there is an implicit bound

based on the maximum number of occurences of a variable across clauses. While individual

implication time is longer than [41] due to sequential clause processing, overall throughput

is higher when multi-threading is utilized[128].
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Solutions Must Scale to Solve Real Problems

In order for hardware accelerated SAT solvers to be relevant, they should be able to support

larger problems that are actually useful. Problems in the domain of AI planning, software

verification, and EDA tend can have up to millions of variables and clauses. Some of the

approaches presented here only support smaller problems with poor ability to scale to larger

ones.

Some approaches such as [111] are limited in terms of maximum supported instance size,

and it is unlikely that such a solver would be very practically applicable. Other approaches,

such as [58, 134] should support large instances but it isn’t clear that performance would

scale well with instance size due to the relatively small bins that are being accelerated in

parallel. Ultimate [59, 73, 128, 129] seem to be the only solvers that can scale to support

larger real-world instances while still exhibiting a clear speedup.

Importance of Partitioning Methods

Many of the published hardware architectures used partitioning methods in some way or

another. Approaches that use generic cores to process clauses need to partition a SAT

instance into smaller pieces that can be solved in bounded time by that core. In [41, 42],

partitioning was used to allocate groups of clauses to each implication engine such that the

maximum number of clauses are evaluated in parallel, and that each clause engine would

produce at most a single implication by ensuring that unique literals do not occur multiple

times in the group. [128, 129] used partitioning methods to group clauses together and

maximize local addressing; thus increasing storage efficiency.

Partitioning is also used to allow acceleration of large circuit instances to a relatively small

FPGA fabric. This approach is used in [58] where the circuit is partitioned into small bins
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that can each be solved in near constant time. Even in [57] where it seems an infinitely large

ASIC fabric is assumed, clauses are partitioned using hMetis into banks as a workaround

for the quadratic resource scaling of their core solver.

Safar et al.[111] make no attempt at partitioning the problem into solveable sub-problems

and problems that do not fit on the FPGA cannot be solved. Furthermore the quadratic

memory scaling of this approach as discussed in 2.3.3 means that simply buying a larger

FPGA would not be a reasonable solution either. On the other hand, their core solver is

more area efficient than [58] and it would be interesting to combine Safar’s core solver with

Gulati’s partition based approach.

Multi-Threading on FPGA Allows Greater Software Parallelism

While the approaches presented have primarily focused on accelerating SAT by speeding

up each iteration of solving a single SAT instance, there is a limited amount of parallelism

available in each iteration. At first glance, it would seem that every clause within a BCP

process can be evaluated in parallel, but the need to account for implications complicates

this. In [41] related clauses were partitioned into different groups so that each inference

engine only produced one new implication per iteration, and these implications needed to

be serialized and checked for conflicts after each iteration. In [128, 129] it was noted that

the implication dependency chains in BCP made it an inherently sequential process. Instead

of processing clauses in parallel for each propagation, Thong supported multi-threading to

maximize throughput, utilization of processing elements, and mask communication latency.

In [128], there is a thorough analysis of how performance is affected by the number of

threads and the problem size for both software solvers and his hardware-assisted solver.

Generally as problem size increases the performance benefit of adding threads drops off
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until adding threads actually reduces performance. This is attributed primarily to limited

memory bandwidth and cache thrashing on the CPU. This drop off is delayed or mitigated

when using the BCP accelerator; in fact for the tested benchmarks using the maximum 12

threads is always faster. Intuitively, moving BCP for each thread into the FPGA relieves

pressure on the memory subsystem of the CPU allowing more effective cohabitation of larger

numbers of threads.

Kanazawa and Maruyama[71, 72, 73] implemented a multi-threaded WalkSAT algorithm.

Similar to a portfolio approach, WalkSAT threads can operate independently of each other

without communication making their architecture ideal for multi-threading. Performance

seemed to scale linearly with the number of threads.

Both of these approaches illustrate how multithreading can be leveraged to exhibit more

parallelism and more efficient FPGA utilization than is natively exposed in the SAT problem.

2.4 The Path Forward

Thus far, the current state of hardware and software SAT solvers has been addressed, as

well as the challenges posed when developing an effective reconfigurable SAT solver. Some

potential strategies and technologies that can help overcome these challenges are examined

here.
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2.4.1 Path Forward for Hardware Acceleration

Accelerate non-BCP portions

Some of the works proposed by [41, 42, 128, 129] accelerated BCP until overall speedup

neared the theoretical limits implied by Amdahl’s law, it is unlikely to be fruitful for future

works to pursue pure acceleration of BCP. New methods and algorithms that make decisions,

resolve conflicts, and bactrack hardware may be necessary to achieve significant advances.

Tailor Designs for Hardware Solutions

It is tempting directly incorporate the impressively successful software techniques in hard-

ware solvers. However, this approach often leads to inefficient hardware designs that do not

scale well with the size of the problem. Effective software techniques such as CDCL style

conflict resolution and clause learning do not efficiently map to hardware. One example is

the difficulty in scaling [58] to larger devices. [111] presented an area efficient implemen-

tation of non-chronological backjumping and learning in hardware. Algorithmic trade-offs

resulted in some loss of performance, but allowed for an area efficient implementation of

high-throughput clause evaluators, backjumping logic, and a learning mechanism. This ap-

proach had limitations in terms of memory scaling, but it did show the potential gains of

hardware-centric solver algorithm. Perhaps less successful software approaches such look-

ahead or non-CDCL/DPLL based algorithms could be re-considered to better leverage the

massively parallel heterogeneous resources available in modern FPGAs.
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Embrace Emerging Technologies

One of the recurring themes in many of the papers discussed here has been instance size

limited by BRAM capacity[41, 42, 58, 128, 129, 134] or solvers with performance limited

due to the use of off-chip memory [59, 72, 73]. Emerging memory technologies such as

Hybrid Memory Cubes (HMC) and High-Bandwidth Memory (HBM) offer up to 20X the

bandwidth of DDR4 based solutions[131]. This also is a unique advantage for hardware

accelerators, FPGAs with integrated HBM will be released soon[131], and have been available

with HMC support for several years, but general purpose processors are stuck with DDR4

for the foreseeable future.

Works that presented hardware/software solutions such as [41] or [58] found that a significant

portion of execution time was taken up by communication with the processor. Newer designs

could take advantage of more tightly coupled platforms such as Xilinx’s UltraScale Zynq

and Intel/Altera’s HARP platform offer a significant opportunity for a hardware/software

partitioned SAT solver that takes advantage of high-bandwidth, low-latency links between

CPU and FPGA. Hybrid SLS/CDCL solvers could make a lot more sense in embedded

FPGA applications such as [130] where parallel FPGA resources could compensate for lower-

performance CPU cores running CDCL algorithms.

Build True Application-Specific Designs

One thing that has been made clear in SAT competition results [3] is that different solver

algorithms and heuristics excel at solving different instance types. While CDCL solvers

mostly dominated the large application benchmarks, many tracks benefited from solvers

that perform SLS either before or concurrently with CDCL search. In addition to the dif-

ference between different problem types, there is significant difference between SAT and
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UNSAT instances and how they are best solved regarding learned clause management, deci-

sion heuristics, and restart strategies[100].

In the literature, an application specific design is one where generic instances can be loaded

onto hardware without requiring recompilation. This can be counter-intuitive as one may

expect an application specific solver to be optimized for a specific class of applications. The

majority of the surveyed works benchmarked against a variety of instances that fit on their

FPGA and reported overall speedups. Given the level of attention paid to tuning software

heuristics and parameters to specific types of problems, it is unlikely that creating a general-

purpose hardware accelerator is possible. Instead, hardware designers should carve a niche

within a problem domain (cryptography, AI planning, EDA, etc.), instance type (application,

hard combinatorial, random), instance size/difficulty (small/difficult, large/easy), and SAT

vs. UNSAT and build a design optimized to excel at solving that problem. If not planned

from the beginning, when proposing an application-specific architecture, researchers should

profile their solution and figure out what kind of instances are best suited to their platform.

2.4.2 Expand Acceleration to MaxSAT, SMT, and QBF

Boolean SAT solver algorithms and implementations have been developed to maturity over a

half-century to a point where software solvers are extremely performant. This has led to SAT

solvers being used in scenarios where other forms of theorems such as Maximum Satisfiability

(MaxSAT), Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT), or Quantified Boolean Fields (QBF) are

more natural and efficiently mapped to the application at hand. There are many such

scenarios where less efficient mappings to SAT are used because SAT solvers are mature

enough to overcome inefficiencies and still perform better.

This leaves a potential opening where new approaches to accelerate solvers of more complex
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theorems such as MaxSAT, SMT, or QBF could make a more substantial impact in a less

mature field.

In addition, MaxSAT and its variants are NP-hard, and could potentially offer more oppor-

tunities for parallelization.

2.5 Summary

The Boolean Satisfiability problem is a theoretically significant problem with compelling

real-world applications. The importance of SAT has resulted in a large volume of work

attempting to quickly resolve SAT instances including a highly-efficient sequential software

algorithms and implementations, parallel solving approaches for shared and distributed mem-

ory systems, as well as hardware accelerators targeting reconfigurable hardware.

The most widely used and performant SAT solvers are complete solvers based off of the CDCL

algorithm. There has been some success accelerating these solvers using parallel portfolio

approaches, but these approaches are not very scalable as it is difficult to prevent worker

threads from doing redundant work. Even with sophisticated information sharing schemes

that minimize communication overhead, it is likely that there are inherent limitations to

concurrency based on the depth of the resolution proof[75].

A less explored, yet promising method for extracting scalable concurrency from SAT then

is that of massively parallel local search which has shown good speedup on select instance

classes in [7].

Parallel solvers for MaxSAT and WPMS have also been developed with various levels of

success. While efficient parallel implementations of portfolio and search-space splitting al-

gorithms show performance gains, none as of yet have demonstrated consistent scalability
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past 8-16 cores on parallel machines.

Since the publication of [122] in 2004 multiple published works have advanced the state of

application specific hardware SAT solvers. At the same time, software solvers advanced

rapidly with the release of GRASP[87], Chaff[96], MiniSAT[46], SATZilla, and others ad-

vancing software solvers to the point where instances with millions of variables and clauses

are capable of being solved in minutes on commodity hardware. Hardware accelerators were

thus faced with a moving target where software performance increased much faster than

CPU manufacturing and clock speeds, with progress being aided by competitive yearly SAT

competitions. Keeping pace and exhibiting speedup over such sophisticated software solvers

is a daunting task and the various works surveyed here took different approaches. Gulati et

al [57, 58] implemented the GRASP engine in a clever hardware design that allowed for par-

allel constraint propagation and conflict resolution. While this is the only approach capable

of parallel conflict resolution and learning, the core solver scales quadratically. This requires

partitioning instances into smaller, sequentially solved bins, thus limiting performance on

larger or more difficult problems. Davis et al and Thong et al [41, 42, 128, 129] avoided com-

peting with software solvers and instead offered BCP coprocessors capable of accelerating

BCP for any DPLL based solver. These approaches were successful and scalable with up to

5-6X speedup. Overall, the performance benefits shown by these approaches are likely not

enough to justify the expense and complexity of using them in real-world applications.

Kanazawa and Maruyama implemented WalkSAT, a SLS solver in hardware. WalkSAT maps

well to hardware and their design exhibited good performance and scalability. However,

performance was limited by off-chip memory latency, and WalkSAT in general does not

perform very well on industrial instances. They also implemented a hardware implementation

of the Dist WPMS algorithm to solve the special case of Weighted Max2SAT and achieved

7X speedup over the software implementation.
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This chapter introduced the SAT problem and discussed the background of popular tech-

niques and algorithms employed by modern solvers. A survey of hardware accelerated SAT

solvers was performed with a particular focus on works published after the survey presented

in [122]. Hardware solvers were classified and analyzed with regards to performance and

scalability. An attempt was made to extrapolate these parameters beyond the original pub-

lications to see how various approaches would map to a modern FPGA. Higher-level analysis

and consideration was also taken to contrast the state of the art in hardware solvers with

that of software solvers. The various constraints and requirements for a successful hardware

solver was discussed along with a proposed path forward.

Attaining significant acceleration with reconfigurable hardware or scalably parallel software

is a challenging problem. Sequential solver performance progressed at breakneck speeds with

the rapid-fire improvements in performance from GRASP[87], Chaff[96], and MiniSAT[46].

However, this field has matured and most current solvers follow the MiniSAT playbook if

they haven’t directly built on the MiniSAT codebase. Recent research in SAT has focused on

tuning heuristics for different instance classes[100] and improving SLS search[12, 14, 15, 16],

portfolio[132], and parallel performance[7, 8, 18, 61, 63, 64]. Much progress has been made

recently in directly solving generalizations of SAT such as MaxSAT[30, 80, 81, 127] or Sat

Modulo Theories[51, 98], that may have traditionally relied on the rapid performance im-

provements in underlying SAT solvers. As the advancement in core sequential SAT algo-

rithms seem to have stabilized, an opportunity emerges to create a concurrent, or hardware

accelerated SAT solver that truly advances the state of the art. The lessons learned from

the papers discussed above motivate the work presented in the ensuing chapters.

While [7] showed the potential of massively parallel local search, [73] proved that SLS search

could be efficiently implemented in FPGAs. Thus, in Chapter 3 a Massively Parallel SLS

solver is presented that supports operation on compute clusters as well as on FPGAs. Since
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neither work put much thought into deliberate seeding of the search cores, this is investigated

in Chapter 4.

Since many algorithms require the ability to prove unsatisfiabllity, a hybrid solver is presented

in Chapter 5 that extracts parallelism through distributed SLS search threads, but achieves

completeness as unsatisfied clauses are gathered from the search threads and passed to a

CDCL solver thread asynchronously.

Finally, the strong performance of simple SLS algorithms for MaxSAT and WPMS on indus-

trial and crafted instances motivated the work presented in Chapter 6 that applies massively

parallel local search to WPMS, and the application of this WPMS solver to the probabilistic

inference domain is presented in Chapter 7.



Chapter 3

Accelerating Satisfiability with

Parallel Local Search

Following from the analysis of the current state of concurrent and hardware accelerated

satisfiability presented in Chapter 2, this chapter presents an effective concurrent SAT solver

that can be efficiently implemented on reconfigurable hardware or compute clusters.

The DPLL and CDCL algorithms that have been dominating software SAT solver compe-

titions are complete algorithms that will eventually finish execution and resolve an instance

as being either satisfiable or unsatisfiable. On the other hand, incomplete solvers search

for a satisfying solution without any guarantee of ever finding one or being able to prove

unsatisfiability. Incomplete solvers predominantly employ Stochastic Local Search (SLS)

algorithms, greedy, probabilistic algorithms that treat SAT as an optimization problem to

maximize the number of satisfied clauses with each flip of a variable assignment. Popular

early SLS algorithms include Greedy SAT (GSAT)[119] and the follow-up Random Walk

SAT (WalkSAT)[118]. Modern SLS solvers such as Sparrow and probSAT use precalculated

probability distributions to simplify and speed up the process of evaluating variables to flip.

Efficient decision making allows SLS solvers to make tens of millions of flips per second; they

excel at problems with no easily discernible structure where clause-learning and intelligent

backjumping is actually a detriment. Additionally, these solvers are trivially parallelized as

solver instances with different seeds are fully independent. The parallel version of probSAT

53
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(pprobSAT)[16] won the Parallel Random SAT track of the 2014 SAT Competition [3]. In

[8], near linear speedup was shown on up to 512 cores on selected instance classes.

The approaches to FPGA acceleration and concurrent SAT solving discussed in Chapter 2

exhibited varying levels of success, but have seemingly failed to gain widespread usage. Most

of them accelerated DPLL/CDCL algorithms. Fewer attempts have been made to implement

SLS solvers in hardware despite the seemingly natural mapping of an embarrassingly parallel

scaling ability and simplified control flow.

In this chapter, a parallel local search solver for SAT is presented. The general approach

of distributed SLS based on the probSAT[15] algorithm is presented both as an accelerator

targeting reconfigurable hardware as well as an OpenMP implementation that can run on

general purpose compute clusters. The FPGA implementation is a High Level Synthesis

(HLS) adaptation of the open-source C implementation of probSAT[13], and the OpenMP

version encapsulates the core probSAT functionality as a C++ class that can be operated

upon by worker threads. Pursuit of this implementation was motivated by the strong per-

formance of probSAT in recent SAT competitions, along with a minimal C implementation

that seemed to lend itself to HLS. Instead of trying to compete with a modern x86 processor

in terms of sequential performance, the goal was to create a minimal solver core that could

perform within an order of magnitude in terms of flips/second while still being small enough

to be replicated many times on a single FPGA to exploit the embarrassingly parallel nature

of solver instances spawned with different seed values. Another goal was to have the solver

core load instance data from memory, allowing for an application-specific implementation

style where cores could be fixed in the FPGA and new SAT problems could be loaded into

memory while still exhibiting a speedup over contemporary software solutions.

The proposed solver meets the above criteria and exhibits strong performance on a set of

small, difficult SAT problems with speedups of up to 828x and 99x when compared to
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MiniSAT and probSAT respectively.

3.1 Related Work

Many attempts to accelerate SAT solvers are found in the literature. An excellent survey

of reconfigurable hardware SAT solvers was published in 2004 by Skliarova and Ferrari[122].

This survey includes some notable contributions, but most are hamstrung by the limited

FPGA devices of the time. Many early solvers were instance specific meaning that a hardware

accelerator was crafted for a single SAT instance. These designs showed significant speedups,

but only if FPGA implementation runtime was ignored. Skliarova and later authors noted

that for a SAT accelerator be effective, it was necessary for application specific designs that

allowed arbitrary instances to be solved on a general purpose SAT solver design, otherwise

the complexity of the SAT problem was simply being pushed into the EDA tools[129]. It is

difficult to tell how the older designs would perform on modern devices as there is no source

or even binary availability and many of the presented benchmarks are trivial by today’s

standards if they are still available.

A brief survey and analysis of Hardware SAT solvers published since 2004 is provided in

Chapter 2 with a more thorough survey presented in [125].

The most relevant works are a series of WalkSAT implementations from Kanazawa and

Maruyama [71, 72, 73] published between 2005 to 2014 with incremental improvements.

WalkSAT is an incomplete algorithm that performs a random walk by choosing an arbitrary

unsatisfied clause and probabilistically flipping variable assignments to minimize the number

of unsatisfied clauses. WalkSAT is particularly well suited to implementation in hardware

as the control structure is much simpler than CDCL; there is no learning, and multiple

threads can operate fully independently. Since algorithm execution time is not deterministic,
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WalkSAT performance is typically measured in terms of flips/second. This is a generally

reasonable approach, but sometimes better heuristics are capable of solving the problem

with significantly less flips. In [71] a 10-stage pipelined circuit was presented to evaluate

clauses, select an unsatisfied clause, flip a random variable within that clause, and repeat

the cycle until the instance is satisfied. In order to saturate the pipeline, they process four

independent threads at a time and found that performance scaled linearly with the number

of threads. In [72] the design was enhanced to solve larger problems. Whereas the previous

design evaluated all clauses in parallel, this one only evaluates clauses containing the negation

of a literal that is a candidate to be flipped. In all the attempted benchmarks, the maximum

number of clauses containing a single literal was 20 and on average would be Nc × 3/Nv/2

for 3-SAT problems. Thus, this design only required 20 parallel clause evaluators for the

main stage compared to [71] where a clause evaluator was instantiated for each clause in

the instance. This design was also pipelined and supported up to four threads. [72] also

added support for off-chip storage which predictably improved circuit capacity and lowered

performance due to the higher capacity and latency of DRAM vs on-chip memory. Finally in

[73], the same authors present a further refinement of the design with heuristic improvements

and native support for k-SAT instances along with a variable-way cache to hide the DRAM

access latency. A set of impressively sized benchmarks were run on a hardware simulator

with up to 663574 variables and 15489863 clauses boasting speedups of 1.16-8.07X compared

to an Intel Core i7-3770.

In terms of software implementations, [8] presented experimental results where they found

that unmodified SLS search threads scaled well up to 512 cores on crafted and verification in-

stances, but not so well on random and quasi-group with holes instances. Interestingly, their

previous work in [7] showed that using the same algorithms with a sophisticated information

sharing mechanism did not scale very well.
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The motivation for this work is that implementing a full hardware CDCL solver modeled

after software solutions is not efficient. As shown in [58], it is possible to create a fully

parallel CDCL engine, but what is lacking is a solver that incorporates dynamic variable

selection, propagation, conflict-analysis, and clause-learning in a way that is area-efficient.

Using Gulati’s scaling calculations one could only support 300 clauses per bin even on a

modern Xilinx Ultrascale XCKU115 part. The need to partition into smaller bins limits

general applicability to small instances or ones that partition cleanly. BCP accelerators

such as [41, 42, 128, 129] are limited to 5-10X speedup, which may make it difficult to

justify the cost of an FPGA solution. The WalkSAT approach in [73] is a natural fit for

hardware implementation but speedup is limited due to the low performance of DRAM and

the limited number of threads. Additionally, there are newer SLS algorithms with potential

to outperform WalkSAT that have been successfully competing in SAT competitions either

as standalone applications or in a hybrid/portfolio style solver.

The probSAT solver in particular seems to be a natural fit for hardware implementation as

it claims to be the “one of the simplest solvers ever presented”[15] and the parallel version

won the Random 3-SAT track in the 2014 SAT Competition.

3.2 probSAT Algorithm

As proposed in [15] probSAT is presented as a new class of SLS solvers. Most SLS solvers

calculate a score based on the make and break values of flipping a particular variable’s

assignment. Often the score is as simple as make− break. Only if no score improvement is

possible (as in the case of local minima) is a decision made probabilistically. The probSAT

solver is inspired by the Sparrow solver, which makes its probabilistic decisions based upon a

probability distribution instead of a decision procedure. Where the probSAT class of solvers
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differ from Sparrow and other SLS solvers is that probSAT solvers only use probability

distributions in their search, there is no direct score based decision procedure.

In [15] the authors experiment with different variations of the probSAT concept to determine

which makes the most effective SAT solver. The probability distribution for selecting the

next flip variable is solely based on the make and break values. The authors experimented

with different weightings of these values as well as exponential and polynomial probability

distribution functions. Interestingly, they found the best results when the make value was

weight to zero or near zero meaning one could ignore the make score altogether without a

significant impact on performance. They also found that for 3-SAT instances the polynomial

distribution function worked best and for 5-SAT instances the exponential distribution per-

formed better. This polynomial break only solver was even able to solve all 180 instances of

the 3satExtreme benchmark set where previously only survey propagation was competitive.

The algorithm also exhibited linear scaling with problem size as the number of flips required

per variable remained relatively constant.

The lessons learned in [15] were applied successfully to optimized implementations that won

the sequential Random SAT track at the 2013 SAT competition and the Parallel Random

SAT Track at the 2014 SAT Competition[3]. The parallel pprobSAT variant simply spawned

multiple jobs on separate CPU cores with different seeds and parameters. The hardware

implementation presented here is based on this concept. The basic idea is that since the

probSAT algorithm is so simple that an FPGA implementation could hold several hundred

cores with the potential to increase the overall flips per second by orders of magnitude on

a single large FPGA. Furthermore, since probSAT is memory based with a simple memory

layout, such an FPGA architecture could be designed to be application specific with a fixed

number of independent cores that read the clauses from memory.

For 3-SAT problems, probSAT implements the algorithm shown in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1 probSAT Algorithm for 3-SAT[15]
Input: Formula F,maxTries,maxF lips

Output: Satisfying assignment a or UNKNOWN

1: for i = 1 to maxTries do

2: a ← Randomly Generated assignment

3: falseClauses ← Initial set of unsatisfied clauses

4: for j = 1 to maxFlips do

5: if (falseClauses = ∅) then

6: return a

7: end if

8: Cu ← Randomly selected unsat clause

9: for x in Cu do

10: compute breaks of flipping x

11: Look up f(x, a) using breaks

12: end for

13: var ← random variable x according to probability f(x,a)∑
z∈Cu

f(z,a)

14: flip(var)

15: update falseClauses according to new a

16: end for

17: end forreturn a

3.3 HLS Implementation of probSAT

One of the motivating factors for choosing probSAT was the simplicity of the algorithm. In

fact the version of the code posted on GitHub[13] contains around 750 lines of documented C
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Figure 3.1: Solver Block Diagram
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Figure 3.2: PickAndFlip Module Block Diagram
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Figure 3.3: Many-Core Solver Implementation
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code. The simplicity of the code and pre-allocation of all memory structures also implied a

straightforward translation to HLS. The actual process ended up being a bit more involved.

First, the core solver functionality was separated into a callable function that would serve as

an HLS top-level function. In this iteration, the original data structures were preserved

as they were simple pre-allocated array-based lookups that would map well to internal

BRAMs. The pickAndFlip function was first isolated as an HLS top-level, and once that

function was working, a higher-level solve function was made into the top-level function.

The solve function simply wrapped the pickAndFlip function with a for loop that performed

up to maxFlips flips before giving up. The default probSAT implementation allocated two-

dimensional arrays with null terminated arbitrary length rows to account for instances where

clause length and occurrence list length for each variable is different. As such while loops

were used to iterate over the databases and terminate when null values were encountered

to indicate the end of a row. These while loops with non-deterministic loop counts were

replaced with bounded for loops and the clause database structures were modified to be full

n∗m matrices. This results in more efficient hardware implementation and greatly simplified

performance profiling and optimization. Being a probabilistic algorithm, probSAT heavily

uses the rand() function for variable initialization and assignment. These rand() calls were

replaced by a 16-bit Linear Feedback Shift Register (LFSR) that is efficiently implemented

in hardware.

In the probSAT C implementation, each variable is initialized by getting a random polarity

value using rand()%2. Instead of calling the LFSR for each variable assignment, each 16-bit

LFSR value is assigned directly to a 16-bit block of the variable space; thus reducing the

number of clock cycles needed for variable assignment by a factor of 16. Initial experiments

were run with each core being seeded with the corresponding core identifier. It was later

realized that seeding them this way could result in the LFSRs becoming synchronized with
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each other quickly. To remedy this, LFSR seed values for each core were pre-computed to

ensure that the 216 − 1 state space of the LFSR would be even split across the search cores.

Theoretically, this would increase the diversity of the initial assignment, and also make it

less likely that the solve cores would synchronize to search the same space.

The performance and efficiency following initial transformation was quite poor. Reported

latency for each pickAndFlip operation could be as long as several thousand cycles. The op-

timization process mostly consisted of applying Vivado HLS PIPELINE and UNROLL pragmas

and re-structuring the code to reduce data dependencies and reduce initiation intervals. Ini-

tially this meant reordering operations and adding registers in the form of static variables.

Eventually a local cache was created to store the occurrence tables for all candidate variables

while calculating the break value. This relieved the performance pressure of accessing the

occurrence table while updating the falseClauses data structure after flipping a variable

allowing for more efficient pipelining of those loops. Some operations that are very efficient

on an x86 processor take many clock cycles to complete. For example, the original code uses

flip mod numFalse as a method to randomly index into the falseClauses structure and

randomly select a clause to satisfy. Vivado HLS maps this to the llvm srem operator which

took 30+ clock cycles to execute. This index was replaced by a simple counter that resets

to 0 whenever the counter value exceeds numFalse, achieving the same effect in a single

cycle. The software probSAT implementation also heavily uses double floating point repre-

sentations for probabilities and other values, these were converted to use Xilinx’s arbitrary

precision fixed-point ap_fixed type. Experiments were performed with the C-simulation

to decide on the correct fixed point precision. Many integer types were also replaced with

ap_[u]int types but aside from interface variables this made little impact as Vivado proved

incredibly adept at reducing integer types to the minimum necessary bit-widths. Ultimately

the maximum latency of pickAndFlip on most instances is between 100-250 clock cycles.
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Table 3.1: Performance Evaluation: sgen1 Instances

Instance MiniSAT probSAT (SW) probSATHW(128C) Speedup (MiniSAT) Speedup(probSAT)
sgen1-100-100 0.180s 0.168s 0.008s 20.667x 22.144x
sgen1-180-100 519.276s 19.904s 1.044s 497.133x 19.055x
sgen1-200-100 4658.9s 81.4s 13.896s 335.277x 5.858x
sgen1-220-100 1768.36s 380.234s 19.837s 89.147x 19.168x
sgen1-240-100 32444.7s 3912.092s 39.171s 828.277x 99.871x

Table 3.2: Performance Evaluation: sgen1 Instances with LFSR Spread

Instance MiniSAT probSAT (SW) probSATHW(128C) Speedup (MiniSAT) Speedup(probSAT)
sgen1-200-100 4658.9s 81.4s 1.571s 2965.125x 51.806x
sgen1-220-100 1768.36s 380.234s .006s 290982.929x 62567.352x
sgen1-240-100 32444.7s 3912.092s 395s 82.138x 9.904x

At this point, the memory structures were still treated as external memories and the variable

assignment and falseClauses initialization procedure as well as the multi-try logic were

still completed externally in the C++ testbench. Then the clause databases, occurrence

structures, variable assignment storage, and other data structures were moved inside the

top-level HLS function as well as simple routines to randomly initialize variables and perform

maxTries number of tries resulting in a full hardware SAT solver routine. A pre-processor

based on the probSAT parsing code populates a header file with the invariable instance

attributes and clause database structures. When these structures are accessed from the HLS

functions, the appropriate memory structures are automatically instantiated. Finally some

optimization was done to reduce resource usage as preventing the unrolling of a short-running

loop reduced LUT usage by 3-4x and using the INLINE pragma to inline the pickAndFlip

routine eliminated memory redundancy. Core performance was reduced by 10-20% but these

changes made it possible to fit 128 cores on the target device, where only 16 could fit before.

Table 3.3: Average Speedup with 128 Cores

Instance Speedup (MiniSAT) Speedup (probSAT-SC14)
sgen1-[100-240] 354 33

sgen1-[200-240] LFSR Spread 98,010 20,876
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Table 3.4: Core Utilization and Performance

Instance BRAM DSP FFs LUTs Flips/Sec (HW,1C) Flips/Sec(SW) Est. Flips/sec(128C) Improvement
uf250-1065 (mean) 17 2 1543 2565 1.614× 106 6.010× 106 206.657× 106 34x

sgen1-100-100 5 1 1677 2651 1.861× 106 14.298× 106 238.146× 106 16x
sgen1-200-100 7 1 1719 2643 NA 13.888× 106 NA NA
sgen1-220-100 8 1 1722 2652 NA 18.166× 106 NA NA
sgen1-240-100 8 1 1690 2535 NA NA NA NA

The overview of a single solver core is shown in Figure 3.1. The details of the pickAndFlip

core are shown in Figure 3.2, and the many-core solver architecture built from these is shown

in Figure 3.3. The architecture as presented is application-specific. Any instance that can

fit in the allocated memory blocks can be solved by the presented architecture.

One design decision was for each core to be fully independent with direct access to a ded-

icated memory store. This required some experimentation to find the largest supportable

instance before memory requirements become untenable for BRAM implementation of many

cores. With the current memory encoding this solution is limited to around several hundred

variables when fitting 128 cores on a single device and testing focused on small but difficult

problems.

3.3.1 OpenMP Implementation of probSAT

In order to more rapidly prototype configuration changes and easily test the solver approach

against larger problems, an OpenMP/C++ implementation of the probSAT solver was de-

veloped.
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Algorithm 2 Algorithm for OpenMP parallel solver
cost← cost(F, α)

curIter ← 0

sat← 0

#pragma omp parallel for

while curIter < maxIters and sat == 0 do

for curTry = 0 to maxThreads do

if curIter == 0 then

workerArray[curTry]← new probSATWorker

else

α← random truth assignment

score = probSatWorker→solve(α)

if score == 0 then

SATISFIABLE

sat++

end if

end if

end for

curIter ++

end while

The main concept is similar to that of the hardware implementation. Each processing

core available on the cluster should host a single search thread that has been seeded in-

dividually. In order to do this, the primary probSAT functionality was encapsulated in a

probSAT_worker class. While the central main function still allocates memory, parses the

instance and allocates memory for the shared data structures, the probSAT_worker class
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integrates variable assignment, initialization, and the actual search. An array of worker ob-

jects was allocated equal to the number of processing cores P . The initial implementation

was very simple with a for loop executing P iterations. This loop was parallelized using

the omp parallel for construct to execute each loop of the solver routine in parallel. The

pseudo-code for this approach is shown in Algorithm 2.

The OpenMP implementation replaced the 16-bit LFSR with a 32-bit Galois LFSR, and a

detected performance bottleneck due to the non-reentrant nature of the glibc rand() function

motivated the investigation of alternate PRNGs for stochastic behavior as discussed with

more detail in Chapter 4.

3.3.2 Hybrid OpenMP/MPI Implementation of Parallel probSAT

The initial OpenMP implementation of this solver limited the available number of cores

to those available on a single node. Additionally, there were performance anomalies when

using shared memory for the clause database. In order to scale up to be able to use more

cores, a hybrid architecture was developed that would run one MPI task was per node and

each MPI task would use the OpenMP construct defined in Algorithm 2 to spawn N search

threads where N is the number of cores available on a single CPU socket. In order to ensure

local access to shared memory, the numactl utility was used to assign socket affinity to each

MPI task based on the tutorial in [109]. With each MPI task sharing socket-local memory

amongst its OpenMP threads, flips/second per thread remains fairly constant as the number

of threads increases.

The hybrid approach differs from the one presented in [8] which used MPI to spawn in-

dependent search tasks. The approach presented here offers a more natural abstraction of

the underlying hardware architecture, OpenMP is used where threads are sharing locally
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attached memory (each socket), and MPI is used to spawn independent tasks when cores

are seperated by a Quick Path Interface (QPI) or Infiniband link. The main benefit of the

hybrid approach is in terms of memory efficiency. The clause and occurence databases are

constant and are the largest in-memory structures in the probSAT implementation; sharing

these structures among local threads can reduce overall memory consumption by a factor of

12 or 16 depending on the underlying compute resources.

3.4 Results

An Alpha-Data ADM-PCIE-7V3 card with a Xilinx Virtex-7 XC7VX690T device was the

target platform for the FPGA implementation. Desired operating frequency of the probSAT

core was 200MHz and after the optimizations mentioned in Section 3.3 the estimated HLS

clock period was 4.89ns. It was possible to implement 128 cores while achieving timing

closure at 200MHz; up to 200 cores could fit onto the device but would not meeting timing

with the default Vivado implementation strategies. Area utilization of the HLS core applied

to various benchmark instances is shown in Table 3.4. These utilization estimates are based

on the output of Vivado HLS for a single core.

In order to evaluate the performance of this solver benchmark instances from the uf250-1065

suite[67] and sgen1-sat suite[126] were used. The uf250-1065 suite of benchmarks are rela-

tively easy problems that are solved quickly, even in hardware co-simulation. Co-simulations

were run against the entire suite and results were averaged as shown in Table 3.4. The pri-

mary metric for these benchmarks is expressed in terms of flips/second as actual run-time

for all three solvers tested (MiniSAT, probSAT, and probSAT HW) is near zero. On the

other hand, the sgen1 problems are incredibly difficult for their size. Instances as small as

240 variables take MiniSAT 9+ hours to solve. The long run-time makes it impossible to
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simulate these in a reasonable amount of time. Instead these were implemented and tested

in hardware with 128 cores with results as shown in 3.1. These results show a max speedup

of 99.8x over probSAT (Sat Competition 2014 version) and 828x speedup over MiniSAT

(v2.2 with DAG simplification) running on an Intel Core i5-4670K processor with 32GB of

DDR3 memory. Average speedup on the sgen1 instances is 32.9X and 354.4X compared

to probSAT and MiniSAT respectively as shown in Table 3.3. Due to the non-determinism

of the software probSAT implementation, the runtimes shown are an average of five runs

for each instances. When discussing the results, speedup is considered super-linear if the

speedup factor exceeds the expected increase in overall flips/second.

The modifications to deliberately spread the LFSR state space across the threads exhibit

super-linear speedup for the sgen-200 and sgen-220 instances, with a maximum speedup

of 62567x over the sequential probSAT algorithm on the sgen-220 instance. On the other

hand, solving of the sgen240 problem slowed down by an order of magnitude compared to

the original seeding procedure. Both of these results seem to indicate some element of luck

in terms of the initial assignment being close to the solution. The average speedup over

MiniSAT and probSAT is 98,010 and 20,876 respectively for the LFSR spread variant as

shown in Table 3.3.

The speedup over probSAT would appear to be super-linear compared to the increase in

flips/second. The speedup numbers numbers for the sgen1-100-10 instance from Table

3.1 compared to the flips/second increase in Table 3.4 show this explicitly. It is possible

that there is an advantage in having more cores exploring different parts of the Hamming

space. The stochastic nature of the algorithm makes it difficult to confirm the modifications

made to the implementation remain true to the probSAT algorithm, however the single-core

uf250-1065 simulations show the solver converging to a verified solution in approximately

the same number of total flips with around 9% less flips required for the hardware solver.
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Table 3.5: VMPC Benchmark Instances - OMP/MPI Hybrid ProbSAT

Instance MiniSAT probSAT-SC14 24T 48T 96T
grieu-vmpc-31 TO TO 4,744 3,051 1459

vmpc_29 62 4639 205 18 18
vmpc_33 TO TO 3457 3410 421

vmpc_32.renamed-as.sat05-1919 1438 TO 2989 513 496

Table 3.6: PAR10 Speedup with 96 Threads - OMP/MPI Hybrid ProbSAT

Instance Speedup (MiniSAT) Speedup(probSAT-SC14)
grieu-vmpc-31 34.3 34.3

vmpc_29 3.4 257.7
vmpc_33 118.8 118.8

vmpc_32.renamed-as.sat05-1919 2.9 100.8

Another class of instances that benefits from the parallel local search solver presented here are

the VMPC instances which encode the inversion of the VMPC one-way function presented

in [138]. These instances were solved on the Virginia Tech NewRiver compute cluster where

each node is equipped with two Intel Xeon E5-2680v3 for a total of 24 threads per node. Each

CPU runs at 2.5GHz, but is capable of boosting clock speed up to 3.3GHz on single-threaded

workloads. These are relatively hard instances, with the single threaded MiniSAT unable to

solve two, and the single-threaded probSAT from the 2014 SAT competition unable to solve

three out of the four tested instances within 5000 seconds. On the other hand, the multi-

threaded hybrid OpenMP/MPI hybrid solver was able to solve all four instances, with time

to solution scaling approximately linearly as the number of threads increased. In all cases,

the 96T solver found the solution in the shortest amount of time as shown in bold in Table

3.5. Speedup over MiniSAT and probSAT-SC14 with a 10X penalty for a timeout (PAR10)

is shown in Table 3.6. For the vmpc_29 instance which was the only one solved by both

MiniSAT and probSAT-SC14, the 96 thread solver shows a 3.4X speedup over MiniSAT and

a super-linear 258X speedup over probSAT-SC14. For these tests each thread was seeded

by a 32-Bit LFSR where the state space of the LFSR was split into 128 even segments, and
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each thread was assigned a seed value that indexed into one of these segments.

3.5 Summary

This work presented a hardware architecture for an effective probabilistic SAT solver based

on the probSAT algorithm proposed in [15]. No other hardware implementation of this algo-

rithm could be found in the literature. Kanazawa et. al[71, 72, 73] presented efficient hard-

ware implementations of WalkSAT that exploited fine-grained parallelism through parallel

clause processing, but they did not explore massively distributed local search with indepen-

dent search threads. On the other hand [8] explored the use of massive SLS portfolios up to

512 threads, but their testing focused entirely on general purpose compute resources. The

MPI-based approach used in [8] would also result in redundant memory structures compared

to the hybrid OpenMP/MPI solver presented her in Section 3.3.2. The primary contribution

presented here is a massively parallel SLS SAT solver with a corresponding efficient hardware

implementation.

The hardware implementation takes advantage of fine-grained parallelism through the use of

clause and occurence processing pipelines. A compact search core was developed using HLS

to rapidly port the C implementation of the algorithm provided at [13]. A basic port was

functional within the first full week of working with the code and the implementation was

optimized, tested, and refined over several months. The core was simulated over a variety

of small but relatively difficult SAT instances to check for correctness and performance. A

128-core prototype of the design was implemented and tested in hardware showing strong

performance compared to MiniSAT and the software implementation of probSAT on the

tested instances. Further tests with the cluster implementation showed strong performance

on a set of hard instances that encode the inversion of the VMPC one-way function, but per-
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formance was worse than sequential CDCL algorithms on most other industrial application

instances. The sgen1 and vmpc instances where the parallel local search solver performed

well were both examples of instances classes that are difficult to solve despite being relatively

small; the largest of these instances (vmpc-33) contains only 1089 variables.

Future work on this approach would include capacity expansion of the hardware solver.

Capacity could be increased by using more efficient memory encoding techniques for the

clause database as shown in [128]. Alternatively, the design could be modified to work on

blocks of clauses at a time with support for multi-threading to hide the latency of high

throughput off-chip memory such as a Hybrid Memory Cube (HMC) or a High-Bandwidth

Memory (HBM) stack as the central clause store. The implementation tested here also

presented a 128-core design that was re-implemented for each instance. A true application

specific implementation would generate a core that could handle the largest possible instance

in an application class and generate a fixed structure with the maximum number of cores

that could be loaded by programming new memory contents. The compute density and

performance of the hardware implementation would also be greatly increased by using a

newer FPGA such as the Xilinx XCVU9P devices that boast greater logic capacity, higher

clock speeds, and UltraRAM resources to store larger instances without having to resort

to high-latency off-chip memory. The OpenMP/MPI software variant can be used to more

flexibly profile classes of instances and tune algorithms and parameters for specific instance

classes. The implementations presented here used the default configuration parameters from

the probSAT source available on Github[13] that were tuned using random instances, it is

possible that specific tuning for application instances will increase performance beyond the

small, hard satisfiable instances presented here.



Chapter 4

Efficient Seeding of SLS Solvers to

Distribute Search Space

Recent developments in Stochastic Local Search (SLS) solvers for Boolean satisfiability have

resulted in extremely effective solvers for random, crafted, and even hard-combinatorial

SAT instances as shown in the last several SAT competitions[4]. Specifically probability

distribution SLS solvers such as probSAT[15], Sparrow[14], and YalSAT[26] have shown

strong performance in recent SAT competitions. Part of the success of these solvers is the

focus on efficient implementation and empirical tuning of simple probabilistic algorithms,

a thorough discussion of the implementation details is presented in [12]. It is possible to

trivially parallelize SLS for SAT by distributing independent solver threads across solver

cores. A typical approach to this would be to seed each solver thread with a “random”

initial assignment, ideally allowing each thread to traverse a distant portion of the vast

search space. The pprobSAT solver won the parallel random SAT track in 2014 using this

approach. A similar approach was shown in [8] to be scalable up to 512 threads, at least

on crafted and verification (cbmc) instances. Interestingly, adding an information sharing

mechanism, even an efficient one with low overhead seemed to hinder scalability past 16

cores in [7].

The lack of communication overhead makes SLS solvers an interesting choice for scaling con-

currency for SAT on compute clusters or even Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs)

74
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as shown in [124] and discussed further in Chapter 3. One aspect of SLS SAT implemen-

tations that hasn’t been explored in recent publications is the choice of Pseudo-Random

Number Generators (PRNG) used for initial assignment; most implementations simply use

the default PRNG supplied by their platform, typically the rand() function provided by

libc.

In [124] a simple 16-bit Linear Feedback Shift Register (LFSR) was used as a source for

stochastic behavior and showed very strong performance with good scalability on the small

but difficult sgen1 class of crafted benchmarks. An attempt to model [124] with a multi-

threaded OpenMP implementation of probSAT exposed the non-reentrant rand() function

from glibc as a major bottleneck with up to 2
3
of CPU time spent synchronizing access

to PRNG state. Using the reentrant rand_r() function resolved the bottleneck, but the

consequent reduction in state space and relatively poor statistical soundness of rand_r()

motivated an investigation into the significance of PRNG selection for multi-threaded SLS

solvers.

This chapter considers the performance tradeoffs both in runtime and quality of results

between the simple and very fast Linear Feedback Shift Register (LFSR), a slightly more

complex but slower Linear Congruential Generator (LCG) provided by glibc rand_r(), and

the statistically proven yet performant Permutation Congruential Generator (PCG) family

of generators described in [99] and available at [101]. A C++ implementation of probSAT

utilizing OpenMP to spawn independent worker threads is used as the test-bench.

This chapter further presents how considered and deliberate seeding of the SLS solver threads

can bring benefits such as an increased range of Hamming weights across assignments,

efficient hardware implementations, and potentially even completeness after a number of

restarts without requiring communication between threads. Several different methods for

deterministic, distributed seeding procedures, with multi-bit assignments are presented and
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their output and performance is compared to more traditional techniques that use stan-

dard PRNGs to assign each bit individually. Performance is compared both with real-world

benchmark instances and simulations measuring minimum, maximum, and average Ham-

ming distances and Hamming weights across assignments.

4.1 Deterministic Seeding

Traditionally SLS solvers initialize variable assignments with a random or pseudo-random

value. Most algorithms incorporate a cutoff points, or a maximum number of flips before

re-initializing with another random assignment, this is referred to as a restart of the search.

This is a reasonable approach as in a 2N search space, it is improbable that any two variable

assignments will be near each other in the search space.

The hardware solver presented in [124] used a 16-bit LFSR as a PRNG and in the interest of

reducing execution time and hardware utilization, variables were assigned the LFSR value

in 16-bit blocks instead of assigning them one-bit at a time. One limitation of the approach

used in [124] is the possibility for LFSR states to overlap, effectively synchronizing the solver

cores at the next restart. One approach to avoid that scenario is to divide the LFSR state

space across the cores by pre-calculating the start state for the ith core state as the (216/N)∗i

state of the 16-bit LFSR from a fixed,common seed. Eventually the seeding procedure was

updated to do so and as discussed in Section 3.4, this had great performance benefits on a

couple of the tested instances.
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4.1.1 Completeness Through Seeding

A Boolean formula with N variables contains a search space of 2N−1 solution candidates. Of

course, exploring such a search space naively without some sort of heuristic is infeasible. In

this section, there will be a discussion of some ways to have a provably complete, deterministic

SLS solver using clever metrics to distribute the Hamming space over the the available

parallel cores.

In [66] a proof was made based on Hamming distance that proves the concept of probabilistic

approximate completeness. Essentially for any assignment a, there exists a flip decision that

would reduce the Hamming distance h between a and the solution s by at least one. Using

that lemma inductively, they prove that there exists a sequence of h random walk steps

that would lead to the solution s from a, and they are able to bound the length of this

random walk proving that as the numbers of steps t → ∞, the probability of reaching the

solution approaches one. Other works such as [116] are able to calculate provable bounds

for random-walk local search algorithms on specific instance classes such as 3-SAT based on

a similar concept of Hamming distance and Markov chains. In [37], a deterministic local

search algorithm for k-SAT was proposed with a complexity of poly(n) ∗ 1.481n for 3-SAT.

This algorithm eschews random assignments for a covering code that splits the search space

into Hamming balls and conducts local search within those Hamming balls of reachable

assignments within the given bound. The approach from [37] was further improved upon in

[28] with a lower bound. Note that the algorithms in [28, 37, 116] will find solutions if they

exist, they are not complete in the sense that they are unable to prove unsatisfiability.

The deterministic set covering approach taken in [28] and [37] is particularly interesting be-

cause the covering code is calculated in polynomial time and the subproblems generated for

local search can be carried out completely independently, potentially concurrently. While
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such an approach would seem to have potential in terms of parallel acceleration, at least for

random 3-SAT, it is outside the scope of this investigation. Instead we focus on approximat-

ing this affect with existing local search algorithms by attempting to spread the Hamming

space across cores.

Complete Search with N-Bit LFSR

Consider a PRNG with a state space of 2N−1 and output width of N bits where it is possible

to precompute, or compute in O(1) the ith state. With a linear PRNG such as an LFSR, it is

possible to split the search space across cores without sharing any data. Instead the starting

state of each core and potentially the number of LFSR states are skipped at each restart

are determined by the core identifier number. If, in aggregate the processing cores then

exhaust all possible states of the LFSR, we have a provably complete local search algorithm.

More specifically a pattern generator that guarantees a minimum Hamming distance between

states could be used to ensure a good spread in distance between states. Such concepts have

been proposed before in the Automatic Test Pattern Generation field[107] and are relatively

efficient in terms of hardware consumption.

Attempted Seeding Mechanisms

The above approach of an N-bit LFSR with Hamming distance guarantees between states

may be inefficient to implement in software on 64-bit CPU architectures. Several differ-

ent approaches were tested here to approximate the effect in software, albeit without the

completeness guarantees.

One approach that was considered is to use a K-dimensional PRNG such as the ones pro-

vided within the PCG family of PRNGs[99]. The PCG suite offers arbitrary K-dimensional,
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equidistributed PRNGs with a guarantee that over the period of the PRNG every possible

K-tuple of 32-bit words will occur the same number of times. One seeding strategy tested

here uses a 64-dimension PCG PRNG to initialize the assignment for each thread. At each

restart the thread is seeded by advancing the PRNG by (iteration+ thread_id) ∗ 64 states,

ensuring that each thread gets a unique seed value for the current local search phase. Ad-

ditionally, the equidistribution guarantee over the 64 dimensions ensures good statistical

distribution of assignment values for problems with approximately 2048 (32x64) variables.

The equidistribution guarantee in 64 dimensions ensure that within the 22112 period of this

generator, every possible 2048 bit value will be generated. For problems with less than 2048

variables, a full cycle of the PCG state space would also guarantee completeness albeit in

an intractable amount of time. The PCG family of generators also support creating gen-

erators with arbitrary dimensionality to better tailor number generation to the number of

variables, but this cannot be done dynamically. Perhaps the oneseq variants of these gener-

ators would have been more appropriate here in terms of guaranteeing an exhaustive search,

but they were not tested here. Additional work could have be done to store a bank of the

N -dimensional generators in order to scale across cores.

Another approach extends the distributed state-space 16-bit LFSR discussed in Chapter 3

to 32 bits. Each worker thread contains it’s own 32-bit LFSR seeded from pre-computed

values intended to split the 232 − 1 state space into 128 even portions ensuring a unique

initial assignment of variables for problems with up to 225 variables. Additionally, the linear

relationship between LFSR states generally enforces a large Hamming distance jump between

assignments on different cores, even upon restart.

Finally, an approach referred to as the spreadHam method was developed for this work.

This approach attempts to maximize the range of Hamming weights of initial assignments

across all search cores while still guaranteeing a minimum separation of Hamming distance
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between any two cores. This is done very simply by initializing each thread with a unique

identifier that is m = log2(num_threads) bits wide. This value is then applied to each

m-bit block of the variable assignment. What this effectively does is ensure that each thread

starts at least N/m bits away from each other in Hamming distance, while also covering the

extreme corners of the Hamming space such as all-zero and all-one assignments which may

have special significance in encoding real world problems. This method was applied to the

WPMS solver presented in Chapter 6 and shows good scalability in terms of solution diversity

up to 128 threads. The spreadHam assignment is only used for the initial assignment, and

one of the other methods is used on subsequent restarts.

A major consideration that makes all of these approaches suitable for scalable, parallel

implementations is that each thread only needs to know its own ID, no communication is

required upon restart to ensure a unique assignment.

This concept of planned seeding of SLS cores differs from solvers such as probSAT where

the initial assignment of each variable generated by calling rand()%2. It is proposed here

that using deterministic methods as described above provides potential benefits to massively

parallel SAT solvers by efficiently distributing the Hamming space across search threads,

and ensuring that each thread starts and restarts in a different portion of the search-space.

Instead of focusing on uniform distribution of assignments across cores, seeding methods

such as the spreadHam strategy are deliberately non-uniform in order to ensure that distant

corners of the Hamming space such as all-zero or all-one assignments are explored on each

run. Additionally some seeding methods such as an N -bit LFSR offer the potential for

complete, deterministic local search when combined with an aggressive restart strategy.
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4.2 Methodology

The investigation of different PRNGs and seeding methodologies started with an attempt to

model the approach presented in [124] on a general purpose computing cluster using OpenMP.

While there is a parallel implementation of probSAT, pprobSAT that was submitted to the

2014 SAT Competition, the approach of spinning off threads using Python’s subprocess

module did not appear to correctly spawn threads across nodes in a cluster environment.

Instead, a parallel OpenMP port of probSAT was created using C++. The core probSAT

solver code and data structures were encapsulated in a probSAT_worker class. The

constructor for this class copies the initialized clause database, and occurence table structures

from the single-threaded parser. Each class instance maintains private copies of solver state

and assignment-dependent data structures. The OpenMP #pragma parallel for construct

is used to spawn independent threads that construct their own probSAT_worker objects

with differing initial assignment values. This implementation is discussed in more detail in

Section 3.3.1. The worker threads each use the same tuned parameters from the version

of probSAT hosted on GitHub [13]. One significant difference is that instead of using

tuned values for maxFlips and maxTries here we simply set maxFlips to 2E9 and keep

restarting until the timeout is reached. As opposed to the 5000s timeout used in the SAT

competitions, here a 300s timeout is used.

4.2.1 Replacing rand() in Flip Decision

For probSAT and related algorithms each flip decision requires the generation of decimal

value between 0 and 1 that can be compared to the probability masses that are pre-calculated

from the chosen Probability Density Function (PDF).

It was observed during the implementation of the parallel OpenMP variant of probSAT
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presented in Section 3.3.1 that the glibc rand() function is not thread-safe and created a

significant performance bottleneck as glibc locks kept threads waiting for a random value

up to 2
3
of the multi-threaded runtime. By default, the Linux implementation of rand()[48]

uses a relatively sophisticated PRNG algorithm[117] with 128-bytes of state, but the reen-

trant rand_r() variant only supports 32-bits of state with a simple Linear Congruential

Generator which may be less statistically sound. It wasn’t clear that statistical soundness

is a concern for this application, however, as the simple 16-bit LFSR used in [124] showed

strong performance on crafted instances. In order to clarify the significance of statistical

soundness in the flip mechanism of SLS solvers, experiments were performed to compare dif-

ferent sources of flip randomness including modern PRNGs such as [101] with strong claims

of superior statistical soundness.

A set of benchmarks compared the performance of the rand_r() LCG with 16-bit and 32-bit

Galois LFSR functions as well as 32-bit variants of the PCG family. Different executables

were compiled using each PRNG. Initial attempts to use a function pointer to dynamically

change the PRNG adversely affected performance as it prevented the function calls from

being inlined. A Python script iterated over all the CNF files in a given folder and submitted

a cluster job for each executable. The benchmarks were run on the Virginia Tech NewRiver

cluster where each node contained two Xeon E5-2680v3 CPUs for a total of 24 cores. The

solver variants were all compiled with the same aggressive optimizations used by probSAT

in the 2014 SAT Competition.
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4.2.2 Hamming Distance Between Threads and Hamming Weight

Range Across Threads

Traditionally, parallel SLS solvers aim to uniformly distribute assignments across cores. This

is typically done by using the least significant bit of a PRNG output to affect a binomial

distribution with p = 0.5 assuming the PRNG is statistically sound.

While such an approach should ensure good diversity in terms of Hamming distance between

assignments, it is extremely unlikely to generate assignments near extreme corners of the

Hamming space, including assignments with Hamming weights of 0 or N . Conversely, a non-

uniform deterministic method such the the spreadHam approach can cover distant corners

of the Hamming space while still offering guarantees in terms of Hamming distance between

assignments.

In order to compare how different seeding methods might affect Hamming distance between

assignments and the overall range of Hamming weights covered, a set of simulations were per-

formed comparing methods that assign one bit at a time with rand() and pcg32 as random

number generators to multi-bit deterministic methods including the LFSR32, PCG32K64,

and spreadHam methods described in Section 4.1. The simulation is implemented as a

C++ application that takes the seed method and number of variables as arguments and

generates 128 assignments. The min, mean, and max values for Hamming distance be-

tween assignments, and Hamming weight across assignments were recorded. Results for the

non-deterministic, randomly seeded rand and pcg32 methods were averaged over 10 runs.

Both methods use the std::random_device construct to generate the initial seed. For the

rand() function, the least significant bit is extracted with the C++ % operator, whereas

the PCG PRNG has in built support for a binary output range by passing an argument to

the function, i.e. my_pcg32(2).
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4.2.3 Comparison of Seeding Methods

In Section 4.1 there are multiple methods discussed for deterministic seeding of the initial

assignment for distributed local search. The methods that were implemented as part of the

OpenMP/MPI implementation of the solver presented in Section 3.3.2 include the LFSR32,

PCG32_K64 and spreadHam methods. The LFSR32 method precalculates an array of 128

seeds that split the 232 state space of the 32-bit LFSR into 128 even portions, and each 32-bit

value is applied to 32 variables at a time. The LFSR for each thread is the (232/128) ∗ tid

state of the LFSR where tid is a unique thread identifier from zero to 127. The PCG32_K64

seeding method utilizes the 64 dimension random number generator from the PCG family

of PRNGs. This generator guarantees equidistribution over all possible 64-word sequences,

and thus each thread advances the PRN by 64 ∗ (iteration ∗ tid) which allocates each thread

a unique 64 word sequence of 32-bit words that are evenly distributed across a 2048-bit

Hamming space. The spreadHam method splits the assignment space into chunks of X =

log2(M) bits where M is the number of allocated cores. Each core assigns its thread ID to

each X bit chunk which ensures that the minimum Hamming distance between any thread

assignment is at least N/log2(M) bits where N is the number of variables.

The pprobSAT solver as submitted to the 2014 SAT competition took a different seeding

approach. This solver used a master python script that spawned independent instances

of the probSAT solver. The python rand mechanism is used to generate M seed values

that are passed to each probSAT instance. Each probSAT instance then uses this value

to seed GNU rand() which is used to assign each bit individually using rand()%2 to get

a binary assignment. This approach is approximated here by seeding GNU rand() with

srand(time(0)), and using rand() to generate M seed values for each of M threads, these

seed values are then used to seed the reentrant rand_r() function. The least significant bit

of the rand_r() output is then used to assign each variable.
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Performance of the various seeding methods were compared using the vmpc-33 instance with

96-threads. The LFSR32 and spreadHam methods are fully deterministic and will give the

same results each time. For the rand_r() based seeding methods, the solver was run 10

times and the min, mean and max time to solution are calculated.

4.3 Results

4.3.1 Evaluation of PRNG for flip decisions

PRNG Variant Flips/Second
LFSR16 66459376
LFSR32 65338688
RANDR 63689001
PCG 65892941
PCG-FAST 64796260
PCG-ONESEQ 65990734

Table 4.1: Performance in terms of Flips/Second

The two sets of benchmarks chosen to test PRNG performance are the crafted sgen1 in-

stances as well as a selection of 60 Random 3-SAT (unif-k3) instances used in the Random

track of the 2014 SAT competition. The timeout for these experiments was set to 300 sec-

onds instead of the 5000 second timeout used for SAT competitions. Table 4.1 compares

the performance in terms of composite flips/second over all threads. Table 4.2 shows the

number of solved instances as well as the 10X Penalized Average Runtime (PAR10).

Table 4.1 shows that there isn’t a large gap in terms of flips/second with the fastest variant

(LFSR16) being around 4% faster than the slowest variant (RANDR). It is interesting to

note that the PCG-FAST variant is slower than PCG despite the developer’s intention that

the pcg32_fast generator would be a faster but less statistically sound version of the pcg32
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generator.

Benchmark set LFSR16 LFSR32 RANDR PCG PCG-FAST PCG-ONESEQ
sgen1-(60-240) AR 3.07 2.85 5.27 3.31 239.4 6.55
sgen1-(60-300) (S/13)/PAR10 10/705 10/713 10/701 10/699 9/932 10/699
unif-k3 (60 instances) 22/1931 23/1884 24/1837 20/2025 22/1930 21/ 1980

Table 4.2: PRNG Comparison with Parallel probSAT

There were 13 sgen1 benchmark instances, and 10 of them (sgen-60 through sgen-240)

were solved by all tested solvers aside from the the variant using the PCG-FAST generator.

The corresponding results were split up in Table 4.2 with the first line allowing a compar-

ison average runtime across commonly solved instances, and the second line shows overall

performance on the set of 13 tested instances.

On the unif-k3 instances selected from the 2014 SAT Competition, the solver using rand_r()

solved the most instances (24) followed by the LFSR32 variant (23). The rand_r() solver

also won in terms of par10 runtime, but was slower than the LFSR32 solver on commonly

solved instances.

In terms of the pcg32 variants, the standard variant is supposed to be more statistically

sound while the “fast” and “oneseq” variants are intended to be faster with some tradeoffs

in terms of statistical quality. In the tests above however, the standard pcg32 variant

was between pcg32_fast and pcg32_oneseq in terms of flips/sec, and exhibited inferior

performance on unif-k3 instances and superior performance on sgen instances.

Overall, the statistical quality of the random number generator used does not seem to have

a significant impact performance. The more statistically sound PCG generator was outper-

formed by the simpler LFSR32 and RANDR variants, even without a large difference in

flips/second.
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Table 4.3: Comparison of Seeding Methods on vmpc-33 Instance with 96 Threads

Seeding Method Min Median (PAR10) Max Mean (PAR10)
RANDR%2 (10 runs) 1724 3762 TO 17181
PCG32(2) (10 runs) 107 585 1543 709
LFSR32 421
spreadHam 857
PCG32_K64 104

4.3.2 Evaluation of Seeding Methods

A comparison of the various seeding methods used for solving the vmpc-33 Instance using

96 threads is shown in Table 4.3. The method using the re-entrant rand_r function shows

inferior performance as the minimum solve time over 10 runs was slower than the maximum

solve time for any other method. A similar method using the PCG32 PRNG shows competi-

tive performance with a minimum runtime matching the best deterministic seeding method,

and a mean runtime better than the worst deterministic method.

The results of simulations performed to compare assignment diversity among seeding meth-

ods are shown in Figure 4.2. The graphs illustrate the minimum, maximum, and average

Hamming distance between each of the 128 assignments as well as the overall range and

average Hamming weight across the assignments. Problem sizes sizes of 256,512,1024, and

2048 variables were simulated. As expected, the average distance and weight for all meth-

ods was around N/2, however the spreadHam method in particular with its non-uniform

distribution had significantly lower minimum and higher maximum Hamming distances and

weights than the other methods. In fact the range of the spreadHam method for all simu-

lations was from zero to N , but the trade-off is a much lower minimum Hamming distance

between any two assignments. The LFSR32 seeding method offered a slightly larger range

of Hamming weights with much less of a penalty in terms of minimum Hamming distance
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between assignments. These results show that it is possible to use deterministic, correlated

methods to distribute assignments across the most distant corners of the Hamming space

while still achieving an average Hamming distance of N/2 between assignments and average

Hamming weight of N/2 across assignments.

4.4 Summary

The unsuitability of glibc rand() for multi-threaded SLS solvers developed with OpenMP,

combined with the strong performance exhibited by the simple LFSR16 implementation in

Chapter 3 motivated an investigation into the importance of PRNG selection when used as

the source of stochastic behavior in the probSAT algorithm. The results show that the simple

one-line Galois 16-bit and 32-bit LFSR offers competitive performance to more advanced

PRNGs on difficult random 3-SAT instances from the 2014 SAT competition. Additionally,

the difference in rankings between the sgen1 instances and the unif-k3 instances show that

there may be room for tuning the solver for specific applications by changing out the source

of stochastic behavior. This evaluation of the different PRNG methods is a contribution

that should help inform developers of SLS search algorithms for SAT.

Deterministic methods for seeding initial assignments across threads where presented in

Section 4.1. Significantly, these methods do not require communication between threads.

These methods avoid excessive calls to the PRNG by applying the N − bit PRNG output to

N bits at a time. The presented methods include LFSR16, LFSR32, PCG32K64 as well as the

spreadHam method. The spreadHam method in particular generates assignments spanning

the entire range of Hamming weights from zero to N while maintaining guarantees about

minimum and average Hamming distance between assignments. Simulation results were

presented to illustrate the differences in seed diversity across different problem sizes. This
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Figure 4.1: Comparison of Assignment Diversity Amongst Seeding Methods
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contribution of low-overhead, efficient, and deterministic seeding methods with Hamming

distance guarantees will hopefully advance the prospects of massively parallel SLS SAT.



Chapter 5

Concurrent Completeness without

Communication Overhead: A Hybrid

Approach to Distributed Local Search

There have been many attempts to create a hybrid solver that combines the strengths of SLS

and CDCL solvers with some like [50] showing promising speedups on application instances.

In more recent SAT competitions, hybrid solvers that don’t share information between the

SLS and CDCL portions have been successful in the hard-combinatorial tracks[4]. Hybrid

MaxSAT solvers such as maxroster[127], the dominant incomplete solver from the 2017

Competition, tend to use local search to determine a reasonable upper bound and then use

that upper bound as a starting point for the complete, linear search based solver.

While the distributed SLS search based solver presented in Chapter 3 shows good perfor-

mance on some instance classes, it is ultimately limited by the fact that it is incomplete,

and that SLS solvers in general are not competitive in solving many real-world application

instances.

92
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5.1 Attempted Approaches

Several different approaches were tested in pursuit of a solver that would outperform both

SLS and CDCL algorithms on some instance classes. The common thread of all these ap-

proaches was the combination of the OpenMP SLS solver based on probSAT[15] that was

presented in Algorithm 2 with prominent CDCL solvers that implement the ipasir interface

available from [17].

The initial approach was effectively a multi-threaded version of the iterative solver presented

in [50]. The main difference aside from the use of newer SLS (probSAT instead of WalkSAT)

and CDCL (Riss instead of zChaff/MiniSAT) solvers is that at each iteration, all SLS threads

contributed their unsatisfied clauses to a single pool of clauses to be solved by the CDCL

solver. At the end of each SLS iteration, the set of unsatisfied clauses from SLS local

minima are passed to an incremental CDCL solver. The CDCL solver finds a solution to

this sub-problem (or declares it UNSAT) and the partial solution is used to re-seed the local

search threads. Initially all search threads were restarted from the partial solution, but

this resulted in all SLS threads eventually being seeded identically and searching the same

space. Eventually a single thread used the partial solution as initial seed and the rest of the

threads used a random seed as before. On hard instances such as the aes_24_4_keyfind_5

instances that went unsolved by many solvers in recent SAT competitions, it was clear that

this approach would “converge” upon a solution as it rules out various local minima, and

eventually the CDCL solver gets stuck at a point where over 90% of clauses were added to

the sub-problem and the SLS solver only had one unsatisfied clause. An example of this

convergence is shown in Figure 5.1. The largest downside of this approach was that the SLS

threads sat idle while waiting for the CDCL solver to complete.

In order to ensure that all available threads remained active while solving, the hybrid solver
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Figure 5.1: Convergence of Many-Core Hybrid Solver on AES24 Instance

was redesigned with an asynchronous parallel architecture. The first major change was

to encapsulate the while loop from Algorithm 2 with an omp parallel pragma, and the

parallel for loop was changed to use the nowait modifier. This removes the implicit barrier

at the end of the for loop, allowing individual threads to finish an iteration, generate a new

assignment and execute another iteration. Instead of all threads communicating directly

with the ipasir interface, new clause contributions were added to a queue at the end of

each iteration. The master thread (thread ID zero) would add all clauses from the queue

to the CDCL sub-problem via the ipasir interface, call the CDCL solver, and then use the

partial assignment as a seed value. All other threads used the normal PRNG generated

seeds using the methods discussed in Chapter 4. Eventually after manual benchmarking and

tuning, further optimization greatly improved the performance of the hybrid solver. The

first optimization was that only the master thread could contribute random clauses to the
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CDCL sub-problem, and it would only do so if there was no local minima detected, or no new

UNSAT clauses were included in the last known state of the search. Adding random clauses

for each thread only added noise to the hill-climbing procedure, growing the CDCL problem

too quickly. Then, in order to force the SLS solver to go in a new search direction instead

of retreating to the old local minima, a structure was added to keep track of which variables

have been assigned by the CDCL solver. If a variable has been assigned by the last iteration

of the CDCL solver, then the breaks value is incremented before entering the probSAT

flip decision procedure. This metric proved quite effective in forcing the master thread

SLS procedure to explore new areas of the search space. The success of this diversification

attempt was apparent in how many new clauses were added in each iteration. Previously,

it was common for the master thread to not find any new clauses to add for a number of

iterations until enough random clauses were added to escape local minima. Finally it became

apparent that early in the search it was better for the SLS procedure to perform a smaller

number of flips and contribute more clauses due to create a larger base of clauses that are

difficult to satisfy, but later in the search you want the SLS threads to search deeper as the

CDCL solver takes longer and longer to solve the sub-problems. In order to accommodate

this, a dynamic search procedure was adopted. All threads started with a small number of

SLS flips, and if any non-master thread finished an iteration without finding a new local

minima, the number of flips for the next iteration was doubled.

Performance improved after the above optimizations were applied, and the hybrid solver

was able to solve instances, including UNSAT and hard-combinatorial instances, that were

otherwise not solved via pure SLS search within the same timeout. Many of these instances

were solved before all clauses were added to the CDCL sub-problem. However there were no

non-trivial problems where this approach outperformed the standalone CDCL solver.

It is probable that this approach would outperform both SLS and CDCL solvers alone
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on certain instance classes with the proper tuning and perhaps a different SLS algorithm;

probSAT was mostly tuned for random and crafted instances. One of the promising attributes

observed while testing the hybrid solver is that on almost all tested instances, the CDCL

solver would get stuck or the instance would be solved before all instance clauses were added

to the sub-problem.

Another approach that was tested was to have N hybrid solvers where each thread behaves as

a master thread and no information was shared between threads. This approach is interesting

as it builds on the massively parallel local search concept except with each thread starting

with a different seed, and the search direction depending upon the history of the search, it

could potentially allow for better scaling/diversification than the traditional concurrent SLS

search. One way to think of this procedure is as a tabu-based SLS search where the CDCL

sub-problem and learned clauses act as the tabu. While this approach was implemented,

it was not tuned and tested extensively as the initial experiments didn’t show significant

improvement.

5.2 Completeness

All of the approaches discussed above are complete in accordance with the completeness

proof from [50]. Essentially since each iteration of the SLS search is finite and each iteration

is guaranteed to add a clause (since a random clause is added if no new clauses are found),

eventually the CDCL sub-problem will consist of all clauses from the instance. Since the

CDCL solver is complete, the hybrid solver is complete.
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5.3 Summary

The proposed concurrent hybrid solver did not necessarily outperform both SLS and CDCL

standalone solvers on the tested instances. However, there is a justification for further re-

search and tuning of this approach. For instance classes that are generally satisfiable and

well-suited to massively parallel SLS search, a low-overhead mechanism to prove unsatisfia-

bility is provided through the asynchronous, lazy clause contribution mechanism proposed

above. In [51] it is noted that SMT instances generated by applications such as [54] are

difficult and generally expected to be satisfiable. One area where this could be particularly

impactful is in embedded applications. For example, the processor cores embedded on FP-

GAs are typically much less powerful than desktop or workstation processors which would

significantly impact performance of CDCL solvers. Embedded applications that benefit from

SAT solvers such as [130] could potentially use this approach to accelerate solving in the

general case while still being able to prove UNSAT. Additionally the observed behavior of

converging towards local minima while ruling out possible solutions would perhaps make for

an effective MaxSAT solver.

In the literature there has been little investigation into hybrid SLS/CDCL solvers that are

able to take advantage of massively parallel compute resources. This Chapter presented

several different approaches to a parallel hybrid solver, with the main contribution being

a low-overhead mechanism to retain the benefits of massively parallel local-search while

retaining the ability to solve unsatisfiable instances. The contribution here is an approach

that allows for a concurrent hybrid solver with low-communication overhead.



Chapter 6

An Effective Concurrent Solver for

Industrial Weighted Partial MaxSAT

Problems

Weighted Partial MaxSAT (WPMS) is an NP-Hard optimization oriented generalization of

the satisfiability problem. As such, it has many important real-world applications in fields

such as artificial intelligence[24, 105], planning[70], bio-informatics, weighted constraint sat-

isfaction problems, and other general optimization problems. As with other variants of the

satisfiability problem, the real-world applicability of WPMS has led to its inclusion in annual

solver competitions, bringing forth rapid innovation in solver algorithms and implementation

efficiency. MaxSAT competitions have primarily focused on improving sequential solver al-

gorithms, and this where much of the progress has been made. However, with the stalling of

CPU clock speed improvements due to non-linear power consumption and thermal dissipa-

tion, chip manufacturers have opted to produce lower frequency chips with more processing

cores [110]. Compute intensive problems with efficient parallel algorithms can target tradi-

tional super-computing architectures based on clusters of such multi-core CPUs, and may

even benefit from hardware acceleration using GPUs or FPGAs.

There have been many attempts to extract concurrency to accelerate solving of satisfia-

bility problems with varying levels of success. Most approaches to extracting concurrency

98
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in satisfiability problems have adapted algorithms designed for sequential machines either

with a portfolio approach or a search-space partitioning approach. A portfolio solver runs

independent solver configurations with different parameters in parallel, hoping that one of

the solvers stumbles onto a solution first. While this does often result in linear or even

super-linear speedup, it does not guarantee increased performance. Search-space partition-

ing traditionally assigns branches of the binary decision tree to different solver threads. This

approach is difficult to load-balance as traversing branches with the same size search space

often takes unequal amounts of time. A fortuitous split can bring a solution to the begin-

ning of a sub-space, resulting in much faster resolution, but other partitioning attempts may

decrease performance[60]. Work-sharing approaches for the predominant Conflict Driven

Clause Learning (CDCL) SAT solvers also require communication of learned clauses be-

tween threads, which can incur significant amounts of overhead. Stochastic Local Search

(SLS) based solvers are easier to parallelize as independent solver threads can be seeded

differently, however there is no guarantee that these threads will not eventually synchronize,

thus performing redundant operations in the same areas of the search-space. In [60] it was

suggested that CDCL and Boolean Constraint Propagation based SAT solvers may be inher-

ently difficult to parallelize and that new algorithms and approaches should be considered

with parallel architectures in mind.

In this chapter, a parallel local search algorithm for solving WPMS instances is presented.

The algorithm has been designed from the ground up to extract both fine-grained and coarse-

grained parallelism with the ultimate goal of being deployed on massively parallel systems

including compute clusters and FPGAs. Coarse-grained parallelism is exposed through the

deterministic seeding of independent local search threads, each of which use a cost function

and flip decision metric that should make it unlikely for them to get stuck at the same

local minima for extended periods of time. Fine-grained parallelism is exposed through the
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primary flip heuristic that evaluates the cost of flipping all variables resident in unsatisfied

clauses at the current iteration. While this is computationally expensive due to the vast

number of unsatisfied clauses and resident variables for large WPMS instances, no data

dependencies exist between cost calculations for different variables. This creates a large

number of independent tasks that can be processed in parallel at each flip iteration. This type

of parallelism is especially well exposed in the FPGA implementation where the process of

iterating over clauses and occurrence lists can be heavily pipelined. The proposed algorithm

was implemented and tested as a single-threaded program, a multi-threaded OpenMP/MPI

hybrid implementation, and as an FPGA port using High Level Synthesis. Despite the

simple local search algorithm, performance is competitive with and even superior to solvers

submitted to recent MaxSAT competitions on certain instance classes.

6.1 Background and Related Work

6.1.1 Preliminaries

Boolean Satisfiability is the question of whether for a Boolean Formula F across a set of

n Boolean variables x1, x2, x3, ...xn : {t, f} there exists a variable assignment such that

F (x1, .., xn) → t. This is traditionally represented in Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF)

which is a conjunction (logical AND) of clauses where each clause is a disjunction of literals,

and each literal asserts the polarity of variable xi to be positive xi or negative x̂i.

Satisfiability as posed above is a decision problem with the possible values of satisfiable

(SAT) or unsatisfiable (UNSAT). This problem can be generalized to MaxSAT where the

goal is to maximize the number of satisfied clauses in an unsatisfiable formula, and Partial

MaxSAT where some (hard) clauses must be satisfied and others should be maximized (soft).
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This investigation deals with the further generalization of Weighted Partial MaxSAT where

each clause in a CNF is assigned a weight and the goal is to minimize the total weight of

unsatisfied clauses. There is a maximum possible top weight and clauses with this top weight

are considered hard. All hard clauses must be satisfied for the problem to be considered

feasible, and if the problem is feasible, then the objective is to minimize the weight of

unsatisfied clauses for a given solution.

As with SAT, WPMS solvers can either be complete or incomplete. Complete solvers are

able to prove that a specified solution is in fact the optimal solution, and incomplete solvers,

which are typically local search based will find the best possible score within the allotted

execution time but are unable to prove optimality. For WPMS, complete solvers are typically

based on branch and bound algorithms, SAT based linear search algorithms with iterative

calls to SAT solvers, or they translate the problem to the integer linear programming domain

and solve it with a mixed Integer Linear Programming (ILP) solver[6].

6.1.2 Related Work

Arbelaez et. al explored knowledge sharing mechanisms for parallel local search for SAT

[7]. They showed performance improvements by sharing knowledge between up to eight SLS

solver cores running different local search algorithms. Their four and eight core tests indicate

an increase in overall solver performance, but a noticeable amount of overhead is introduced

with eight cores. It does not appear that any attempt was made to scale this approach

beyond eight cores. The same author was able to show that a parallel SLS approach with

no information sharing was scalable up to 512 cores on select instance classes[8].

Entries to the parallel track of recent SAT competitions including Syrup [121], Plingeling,

and Treengeling [26] have proven to be effective at solving more instances within the speci-
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fied timeout than sequential versions of the same engines. Syrup and Plingeling are highly

tuned and optimized portfolio approaches with clause-sharing between threads, and Treen-

geling uses a lookahead based solver to dynamically generate small sub-problems that can

be solved quickly by a CDCL solver, an approach known as “Cube and Conquer” [64]. These

solvers are extremely effective for SAT, but it is not clear how scalable these approaches are

beyond a single machine. Syrup did take advantage of the 24 cores available in the 2017

competition [19] where it won first place in the parallel track [4]. To date, none of the above

solvers have been adapted to MaxSAT variants.

Some early work on parallelism in solving Partial MaxSAT is shown in [92] where a set of

branch and bound based parallel algorithms were presented that exposed concurrency in

the following ways: a two-thread version that explored upper and lower bounds in parallel,

a portfolio approach that used different strategies with four-eight threads, and a search-

space splitting approach where each thread operated assuming a different local upper bound.

While performance was improved over sequential search, speedup was non-linear with the

best achieved speedup being 2.57X with eight threads. A distributed MaxSAT solver was

presented in [97] and they showed improvements in terms of the number of instances solved

up to 16-threads but speedup was notably non-linear.

Sassa and Kanazawa developed an FPGA implementation for Partial Max-2SAT that was

presented in[115]. It implements the Dist [29] algorithm and uses parallel, pipelined score

evaluators to accelerate the Partial MaxSAT problems with a maximum clause size of two.

Speedup of up to 7.74X was reported when using 32-core update blocks. This implementation

does not support WPMS or problems with clauses with more than two variables per clause.

Many attempts have been made to use FPGAs to accelerate SAT solving with limited success.

Typically, these approaches can either scale to solve larger problems with limited speedup,

or show great speedup on certain instances, but limited area or performance scalability when
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solving larger or more difficult problems. An overview of the most successful approaches can

be found in [122], [124], and in Chapter 2. Some of the presented FPGA solvers such as

[124] and [73] can also be applied to unweighted MaxSAT.

An analog MaxSAT solver was presented in [95] that showed very strong performance on

difficult random and combinatorial instances (specifically Ramsey numbers) even when sim-

ulated with digital hardware.

6.2 Approach

6.2.1 Insights

The presented solver algorithm and implementation is based on the following core insights,

many of which where discovered while attempting to apply a successful FPGA implementation[124]

of probSAT [15] to MaxSAT and incorporate a weighting strategy for WPMS.

Intensification vs. Diversification

As noted in [79] SLS-based SAT solvers are dependent upon intensification and diversification

where intensification steps improve the objective function and diversification steps move the

search out of local minima and into different regions of the search space. They noted along

with others[81] that a balance of 80% intensification with 20% diversification empirically

produces good results and theoretically lines up with the Pareto principle.

One key insight here is that during the intensification period where a greedy decision is made

at every step, it is undesirable to backtrack as this makes it possible to get stuck in a hyper-

local minima, with the most extreme example resulting in the same two variables being
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flipped over and over again. The CCLS[81] solver uses a configuration checking strategy

to ensure that only variables whose configurations have changed recently are considered for

flipping. In this work a simpler mechanism is proposed wherein only variables that have not

been flipped since the last random decision are considered. This ensures that intensification

can only proceed unidirectionally with no backtracking and even allows for deterministic

diversification as the solver will eventually exhaust all locally optimal decisions and force

itself out of local minima by making “poor” decisions. This heuristic heretofore referred to

as the lastRand heuristic is very effective on some classes of problems, but is harmful in

the general case of WPMS benchmarks used in the incomplete track of the 2017 MaxSAT

competition. Results for variants of the solver using this heuristic are tagged with “lastRand”

in Section 6.5.

Ultimately the presented solver makes random decisions with p = .1 with the expectation

that the additional diversification enabled by disallowing backtracking during intensification

periods will approximate the 80/20 split that has been effective for other SLS solvers[79, 81].

Clause selection vs. Variable Selection

The approach taken by probSAT and other SLS SAT algorithms is to choose an unsatisfied

clause at random and satisfy that clause by flipping the variable within that clause that

maximizes the objective function.

This approach does not work well for WPMS because all clauses are not equally weighted. It

is common to satisfy a lightly weighted soft-clause while unsatisfying a hard-clause or many

other soft-clauses such that the overall solution cost is greatly increased. Successful local

search algorithms for Partial MaxSAT and WPMS, such as Dist[29] and CCLS[81] consider

the flip cost of all candidate variables at each decision step.
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Calculating the cost of flipping across all candidate variables greatly accelerates convergence

during intensification steps. The key insight here is that the calculation of flip cost over

all candidate variables is computationally expensive, but there are no data dependencies

between the cost calculations, leaving potential for extraction of fine-grained parallelism.

Probabilistic Approximate Completeness

As proven in[66], an algorithm that allows for an arbitrarily long random walk can be shown

to be Probabilistically Approximately Complete (PAC) because as t → ∞, the probability

that a solution will be found approaches one. By making an unconditional random decision in

the random walk step, the presented algorithm meets the requirements for a PAC algorithm

set out by Hoos.

Deterministic SLS Search and Seeding with PRNG

For many applications it is desirable to have deterministic and reproducible results. One of

the issues with SLS based solvers is that by definition they rely of stochastic behavior for

diversification which makes it difficult to also have reproducable results unless a deterministic

seeding procedure is used. The deterministic seeding methods presented in Section 4.1 are

applied to different variants of the presented solver and evaluated here. The different seeding

methods used include a 64 dimension, 32-bit PCG variant (PCG32K64), a 32-bit LFSR

with state space divided across cores (LFSR32) and a Hamming distance spread method

(spreadHam). The default is to use the K-dimensional PCG generator, but the LFSR32 and

spreadHam variants are appropriately marked in the results section. For making random

decisions, the presented solver uses the PCG32 pseudo-random number generator[99], with

fast random number generation and good statistical properties. Use of this provides good
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diversification while maintaining reproducability of results.

Computational Complexity vs. Control Complexity

The primary goal of this solver was to expose concurrency in a way that could be exploited

on massively multi-core systems. This resulted in algorithm design decisions and trade-offs

that would be otherwise be considered computationally inefficient. The primary example of

this is the calculation of minimum cost over all variables within unsatisifed clauses. At first

glance, this seems like a prohibitively expensive operation, but without data dependencies

between variable flip costs, this operation allows for extraction of fine-grained parallelism.

Age-based tie-breakers

The CCLS[81] solver used the concept of configurations to ensure that variables only con-

sidered if related variable assignments had changed since the last flip. This approach has

advantages in terms of diversification and avoiding cycles where the same group of variables

keep getting flipped over and over again. An attempt was made with the presented solver

to use simpler age-based heuristics to keep the control flow of the program relatively simple.

Instead of keeping track of configurations, the approach taken here simply keeps track of

the last time each variable was flipped, and the last time a random flip was made. This

approach is similar to how age is used in the successful Ramp[49] solver, but the actual

Ramp mechanism that dynamically adjusts the top weight is not adopted here.

Instead of keeping track of which variables are related to each other, the presented solver

first attempts to make the decision with the best score while ignoring variables that have

already been flipped in the current intensification period. Ties are resolved based upon

lastF lipped values. What results is a solver that generally does not backtrack during periods
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of intensification, and attempts to make “fresh” decisions when it can’t make greedy ones.

Additionally, the independent seeding and age-based tie-breakers make it unlikely for solver

threads to fully synchronize and get stuck in the same search space. Even if two threads

reached the same local minima and assignment, the different lastF lipped values and PRN

would help prevent them from running in lockstep.

6.3 Algorithm

The above insights were combined to create the algorithm shown in Algorithm 3 below. The

algorithm starts with a random truth assignment across all variables followed by an initial-

ization function that calculates the initial cost and populates the falseClause structure.

The algorithm then performs a maximum number of flip iterations as part of a local search

procedure. With a probability p = .1, a clause is chosen using the Pseudo Breadth First

Search (PBFS) method discussed in [16] where the current flip value is used to index into

the falseClause structure, instead of picking a clause truly at random. From this clause,

instead of flipping a random variable to flip like [81], the least recently flipped variable is

chosen. In the general case, all variables residing within unsatisfied clauses are evaluated to

find the one with the minimum flip cost where the cost is evaluated as the weighted sum of

clauses that would be unsatisfied by flipping that variable minus the weighted sum of clauses

that would be satisfied. The aim is to minimize the cost, and a negative flip cost would result

in a better overall score, thus the variable with the minimum cost is selected. In the case of

a tie, the variable that was least recently flipped is chosen. In the case that there is a tie

and multiple tied candidates have not been flipped yet, a random decision is made between

them. Additionally, the novel heuristic that prevents backtracking after a random decision

has proven effective on some instance classes and detrimental on others. Benchmarks using
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this lastRand heuristic are tagged appropriately in Section 6.5.

Algorithm 3 Algorithm for presented solver
α← random truth assignment

cost← cost(F, α)

falseClause← unsatisfied clauses

for flip = 0 to maxFlips do

if true with probability p then

Choose bestV ar with oldest flip from random clause

lastRand← flip

else

costv ←
∑

wc(break)−
∑

wc(make) ∀v ∈ falseClause|(lastF lipv < lastRand)

bestV ar ← min(costv)

if ♯min(costv) > 1 then

bestV ar ← min(lastF lipv)

end if

end if

lastF lipv ← flip

falseClause← UNSAT clauses after flip

cost←
∑

wc∀c ∈ falseClause

if cost < bestCost then

α⋆← α

bestCost← cost

end if

end for
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6.4 Methodology

Algorithm 3 was implemented in C++ using OpenMP and MPI to enable concurrent oper-

ation on a distributed compute cluster.

In order to judge whether this parallel WPMS solver is effective on real-world problems, a

set of benchmarks from the MaxSAT2016 and MaxSAT2017 competitions were run with the

same 300s timeout used during the competition. Much of the focus in benchmark selection

was on the Industrial track as a major goal is to impact performance on real-world application

benchmarks. When considering rankings, the same convention as the competition is used

where the first priority is finding the best score, and the second priority is finding it in the

least amount of time.

The machines used in the cluster housed Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2683 v4 processors

running at 2.10GHz with 32 cores. Results from the presented solver are compared to

results from the 2016 and 2017 MaxSAT competitions where benchmarks were run on the

StarExec cluster where each node housed Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2609 processors running

a 2.40GHz. While the two CPUs are different architectures running at different clock speeds,

there is evidence that the disadvantage in clock speed for the newer processor is balanced

out by architectural enhancements[53]. If anything, the presented solver is being put at a

disadvantage as it is being compared to all of the incomplete solvers from the respective

competitions, effectively building a well diversified parallel portfolio of the top solvers.

6.4.1 Initial Implementation

A wMaxSatWorker class was created to encapsulate the main solver algorithm. The

constructor makes thread-local copies of the clause database, occurence table, and clause-
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weight structure in order to make sure that memory accesses don’t need to go across nodes. A

for loop in the main function generates worker threads using the omp parallel for construct.

The initial assignment for each search thread advances the PRN by 64∗ thread_id and then

assigns each 32-bit random integer to a 32-bit block of the assignment space. Then the solve

function is invoked and it runs until flip == maxFlips or the program is killed due to a

timeout. When the timeout occurs, the best score along with the flip index and timestamp of

that score is printed out. The work-sharing version of this solver allocates different subsets

of candidate variables to each thread. The individual threads calculate the flip cost of their

assigned variables, and select the best candidate, and finally a sequential process selects the

best candidate amongst those chosen by the different threads.

The initial implementation used only OpenMP and didn’t scale beyond a single node which

supported 32 threads on the target cluster. Before calculating the cost of flipping each vari-

able, the candidate variables were enumerated by iterating over the falseClause structure

and storing the contained literals in an unordered set. This data structure was chosen to

prevent redundant calculations of flip cost.

However, using the unordered set had some unintended consequences both positive and

negative. The negative consequence was easily seen when profiling the code, the hash func-

tions used to determine uniqueness dominated execution time. The positive consequence

wasn’t realized until further optimization attempts to use faster data structures such as

std::vector for the intermediate data structure. Despite the redundant flip calculations,

storing candidate variables in a vector nearly double the flips/second; this somewhat makes

sense considering the computational complexity of the hashing functions. The less intuitive

result was that the solver did not converge as quickly when using a vector as the interme-

diate store, despite the increase in flips/second. After in-depth analysis to figure out where

exactly the two approaches made different decisions, it became apparent that the unordered
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Table 6.1: Fine-Grained Work-sharing

Instance 1T 2T 4T 8T 16T 32 T MaxSAT2016
Best Worst AVG

ar-1.wcnf 25254,101 25114,285 25062,199 25062,114 25062,63 25084,5s TO 25191
1401.wcsp.dir.wcnf 473107,38 473105,281 473105,202 473107,32 473107,33 473107,33 465097,218 TO 485503
1403.wcsp.dir.wcnf 471263,47 470261,268 470261,178 470261,261 471264,35 471263,35 465239,148 TO 484257
1405.wcsp.dir.wcnf 465458,145 465458,88 465458,64 465458,73 465458,83 495438,228 469420,295 TO 492819
1407.wcsp.dir.wcnf 467616,148 467603,269 467603,181 467603,229 467603,271 501627,190.604 475568,294.68 TO 489620

set offered a well distributed third-level tie-breaker for flip decisions. Essentially, there are

scenarios where multiple flip candidates share the same flip cost and the same lastFlip

value of zero if neither had ever been flipped. This was a scenario that was not anticipated

when designing the algorithm, but is nonetheless quite common in early stages of the search.

Another issue that became apparent with the work-sharing version of the algorithm is that

results were not consistent when changing the number of worker threads, and often got worse

as the number of threads increased, again despite an increase in flips/second. This again

came down to the second-level tie-breaker. When there are multiple variables with the same

flip cost, and none of them have been flipped yet, the one that is flipped is the one that

appears first in the candidate flip data structure. When this data structure is split amongst

worker threads, this ordering is different per thread, resulting in different decisions being

made early in the search and ultimately different results. While several different methods

were tried to resolve this issue, the most performant solution was to use a vector to store

the candidate variables and before entering the parallel region where cost is calculated a

random index value between 0 and numVars was chosen as a target, and the variable closest

to this value would be chosen in case of a second-level tie. This removed the hash function

bottleneck while allowing for consistent performance in terms of number of flips to reach a

solution when increasing worker threads.

Performance results for this initial implementation are presented in Tables 6.1,6.2 below.

Table 6.1 shows the results of using work-sharing constructs to extract fine-grained paral-
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Table 6.2: Independently Seeded Solver Threads

Instance 1T 16T 128T
1401.wcsp.dir.wcnf 476107,20 474111,187 471104,182
1403.wcsp.dir.wcnf NA 472267,249 470261,110
1405.wcsp.dir.wcnf NA 471443,60 470449,210
1407.wcsp.dir.wcnf NA 470606,294 470602,52

lelism within the solver from 1-32 threads. The MaxSAT 2016 column represents the winning

score and time from the 2016 MaxSAT competition, and the optimal solution is one that

was proved optimal in that competition. It is notable that for the ar-1 relational inference

instance, all versions using four threads or more were able to find an optimal solution, some-

thing none of the 2016 competition solvers were able to do within the 300s timeout. For

the wcsp.dir instances, the optimal number of worker threads was four. With four threads,

the presented solver found a better solution for the 1405 and 1407 instances than any of the

MaxSAT2016 incomplete solvers.

Table 6.2 shows some results from benchmarking the coarse-grained parallel solver that

seeded each thread differently and uses the unordered set data structure for storing candi-

date variables. Performance typically increases with this approach, but there is significant

overhead in spawning the worker threads that prevents the full advantage of this approach

from being displayed within the 300s timeout. Additionally the 128T column likely repre-

sents the results of 32 threads running on a single node as the target cluster does not support

a virtual shared memory architecture.

In both tables, boldfaced text highlights the best results.
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6.4.2 Further Optimizations

MPI and NumaCtl to scale

The initial pure OpenMP implementation of this application limited the implementation to a

maximum of 32 processing cores on the target cluster. Additionally, there were performance

anomalies when using shared memory for the clause database. Performance was consistent

when using thread-private memory structures for the clause database, but this significantly

increased memory requirements. An attempt was made to port the existing code to MPI to

enable greater scalability, and initially it seemed like MPI was a more natural implementation

for the non work-sharing version of the WPMS solver. However running N full executable

threads on a single node with MPI did not scale very well and was significantly slower than

the OpenMP implementation, likely due to the fact that each MPI process was trying to

load and parse instance files off the same network file system.

Ultimately, a hybrid architecture was developed that would run one MPI task per node and

each MPI task could spawn up to maximum number of threads available on each node using

OpenMP. This architecture was much more scalable across nodes, however there were still

some performance anomalies when using large shared memory structures, and the perfor-

mance didn’t scale linearly from 4-32 threads on a single node even when considering the

decreased maximum clock speed for heavily threaded workloads. It turned out that threads

were not necessarily being assigned the same socket, which introduced significant overhead

accessing shared memory resources. The solution was to spawn two MPI tasks per node and

use the numactl utility to assign socket affinity to the MPI tasks as shown in [109]. Each

MPI task spawned 16 OpenMP threads. With each MPI task sharing socket-local memory

among its OpenMP threads, flips/second per thread remains fairly constant. Another fea-

ture of this hybrid architecture that could benefit users on shared compute clusters is that
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it enables the user to use cores that would otherwise be inaccessible due to fragmentation.

Instead of waiting for completely free nodes, machines with any number of cores free could

run an MPI task that spawns the appropriate number of threads.

Implementation Optimization

Further profiling of the single-threaded code showed significant bottlenecks in the hash func-

tion for the unordered set as well as the flip cost calculation. This version of the imple-

mentation was also switched to using vectors as the candidate variable data structure, and

any time a second-level tie was encountered, a random number was generated to choose

between two candidate variables. The amount of calculation necessary was greatly reduced

by leveraging break caching and XOR techniques for keeping track of critical variables as

described in [16]. With these optimizations included, the benefit of fine-grained work-sharing

parallelism when calculating flip cost was mostly wiped out as the overhead of spawning and

synchronizing OpenMP threads overwhelmed any speedup. Additionally, the third-level tie

breaker mechanism was simplified, if there is a scenario where two variables share the same

flip cost and flip age (neither has been flipped yet), a simple coin toss mechanism requests

a random selection of 0 or 1.

Finally more optimizations were done using the significantly more difficult MaxSAT2017

benchmark set that found that some of the heuristics that worked well on the ar-1 and other

instances do not work well in general on other instances. For example, the heuristic that

disallowed flipping variables that had already been flipped since the last random decision

seemed to hurt performance on some instance classes and help it on others.

Some results with the coarse-grained solver following these optimizations are shown in Table

6.4.
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Figure 6.1: PickAndFlip Module Block Diagram

6.4.3 FPGA Implementation

One of the major motivating factors of this work was the ability to use hardware accelerators

for satisfiability based problems. Performance of the MPI/OpenMP software solver is quite

competitive on some instance classes, however, an FPGA implementation is able to increase

compute density, power efficiency, and enable embedded use of the accelerator. One could

even foresee the use of such an accelerator in a hybrid approach similar to how the Ramp[49]

solver is used as part of the Maxroster[127] solver.

The HLS implementation of the many-core probSAT solver from Chapter 3 was used as a
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based with additional memory resources needed to store the cached flip cost of each variable

and the clause weights. The parser for the WPMS solver was modified to print a header

file to correctly initialize the memory structures in HLS. The algorithm is largely identi-

cal to the one presented in Algorithm 3 with some of the data types and structures moved

around for more efficient hardware implementation. Any time a loop went over variables in a

clause, or occurrences in the occurrence table, an HLS_PIPELINE pragma was inserted. This

is significant because this pipeline processing exposes fine-grained parallelism that couldn’t

be efficiently extracted with OpenMP constructs in software. Ultimately this meant that

one the WPMS cores on a weighted Max2SAT instance is able to achieve almost 2
3
the

performance of a single Xeon core in terms of flips/sec despite running at more one order

of magnitude lower clock speed. This shows again how the extra per-flip computations in

WPMS is perhaps better suited to hardware implementation than regular SAT where each

FPGA core achieved around 1
10

the performance of a Xeon core. In several of the pipelined

loops there were carried loop dependencies that prevented full pipelining on every clock

cycle. Some dependencies on the critVar array were false dependencies, and adding the

appropriate pragmas removed the bottleneck. Other depdencies on the flipCost structure

were true carried dependencies and the iteration interval of the pipelines were limited to nine

clock cycles due to the read-modify-write access on flipCost and each loop along with the

limited ports on the BRAM. With more optimized memory structures it is possible for even

more performance to be extracted from this fine-grained parallelism. Other optimizations

for efficient hardware implementation, similar to the work presented in Section 3.3, include

changing out PRNG calls for a simple 16-bit LFSR and replacing floating point probabil-

ity calculations with fixed-point equivalents with Xilinx’s ap_fixed classes. The cointoss

mechanism for third-level tie-breakers was modified to behave like the jump-ball mechanism

in basketball, it is a one-bit counter that oscillates between zero and one each time a tie

is broken. If the value is zero, then the current best candidate is kept, otherwise the new
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candidate is chosen.

Table 6.3: WPMS Core Utilization

Instance BRAM DSP FFs LUTs
t7g3-9999.spn 31 0 2270 4560
1401.wcsp.log 603 2 2958 4643

Grids_30(UAI Conversion) 64 0 2315 4591

The core generated from the HLS code is generated and exported as a design checkpoint file

and instantiated in a top-level verilog file. A generate statement instantiates the specified

number of cores, and a lookup table allocates LFSR seeds based on precomputed values that

spread the state space of the 16-bit LFSR across cores. A set of 1-bit wide RAMmodules were

instantiated using the Xilinx Language templates in order to store variable assignments and

current best assignment values. These were connected to the memory interfaces synthesized

by the HLS compiler.

A block diagram of the variable selection and flip (pickAndFlipHW) routine is shown in 6.1.

The resource utilization of this core is shown in Table 6.3 for several tested instances.

Scaling to Large Cloud Hosted FPGAs

One of the barriers for adoption of hardware acceleration is the relative cost and complexity

of purchasing, maintaining, and developing for custom hardware. One option is to host

accelerators in the cloud, Amazon provides such an infrastructure with their hosted F1

instances[5]. These instances support the use of up to eight Xilinx XCVU9P UltraScale+

FPGAs. In this section, it is illustrated how the presented concurrent WPMS solver might

scale to such an instance.

Figure 6.2 uses the resource utilization of the Grids_30 instance to show how the number of

cores might scale from the tested XC7VX690T device to the Amazon F1 instance with up
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Figure 6.2: Core Scaling of Grids_30 UAI Instance to F1 Instance

to eight XCU9P devices. Figure 6.3 shows how performance might scale in terms of flips per

second for the BRAM limited instance considering the HLS compiler for the Virtex 7 device

was able to achieve timing closure at 200MHz compared to 333MHz for the UltraScale+

device.

6.5 Results

The solver algorithm and distributed processing seemed particularly well-suited to the WCSP

translations of the Satellite data optimization problems presented in [22]. On the 1401-1407

variants of the wcsp.dir problems, the presented solver found better solutions than any of

the incomplete solvers from the MaxSAT2016 competition as shown in Table 6.4. The

[1401-1405].wcsp.log.wcnf log instances were used to test incomplete solvers in both the
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Figure 6.3: Performance Scaling of Grids_30 UAI Instance to F1 Instance

2016 and 2017 MaxSAT competitions and comparison results from these benchmarks are

shown in Table 6.5. Note that the wcsp.dir instances with results shown in Table 6.4 and

the wcsp.log instances with results shown in Table 6.5 are distinct instance classes with

different optimum solutions. Once again, the presented solver outperformed all entrants to

the 2016 MaxSAT competition when used with 64-128 threads. The Maxroster[127] solver

dominated the 2017 competition and outperformed the presented solver on all instances

here. However, the performance of the Maxroster solver was an outlier, and the presented

solver found a better solution with 64-128 threads than any other 2017 solvers on these

instances. It is also worth noting that the Maxroster solver uses the Ramp[49] local search

solver to generate the initial upper bound. The presented solver could replace Ramp, or even

adopt the Ramp heuristics with the massively parallel infrastructure and further increase

the overall performance of the Maxroster solver.
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Table 6.4: Independently Seeded Solver Threads: Spot5 DIR Instances

Instance 16T 32T 64T (PCG) 128T(LFSR32) MaxSAT 2016
Best Worst AVG

1401.wcsp.dir.wcnf 467096,274 467096,119 465102,246 461105,119.34 465097,218 TO 485503
1403.wcsp.dir.wcnf 465241,89 465240,290 463241,241 465242,289 465239,148 TO 484257
1405.wcsp.dir.wcnf 465420,258 465420,270 465420,258 463419,178 469420,295 TO 492819
1407.wcsp.dir.wcnf 471581,281 467580,282 467580,289 465582,167 475568,295 TO 489620

Table 6.5: Independently Seeded Solver Threads: Spot5 Log Instances

Instance 64T (LFSR32) 128T (LFSR32) MaxSAT 2016 MaxSAT 2017
Best Worst AVG Best Worst AVG

1401.wcsp.log.wcnf 461100,107 461100,102 463099,196 TO 491009 459111 496107 476857
1403.wcsp.log.wcnf 461243,184 461242,30 463242,224 TO 492156 459270 511272 481260
1405.wcsp.log.wcnf 461425,293 461425,277 462443,200 TO 492013 459454 509452 484072

Another strong point of performance are the Relational Inference instances that were used

to test incomplete solvers in the 2016 MaxSAT competition. The results are shown in Table

6.6. The presented solver with 64 threads, seeded by the LFSR32 and using the lastRand

heuristic shined on the ar-1 instance, finding the optimum value in 5.57 seconds, whereas

none of the 2016 competition entrants were able to find the optimal solution within a 300s

timeout. Performance on the ar-3 instance was also excellent with the 32 thread variant

using spreadHam seeding and the lastRand heuristic found the optimal solution with a 375X

speedup over the best incomplete solver in the 2016 competition.

Table 6.6: Independently Seeded Solver Threads: Relational Inference

Solver Variant ar-1 ar-2 ar-3 rc-1 rc-2 rc-3
32T (spreadHam) 25080,1.18 395196,291.51 43814,3.31 9816,4.38 10126,4.55 9816,4.34

32T (spreadHam,lastRand) 25062,7.51 395390,222.08 43814,0.62 10338,4.74 11006,4.50 10338,4.16
64T (LFSR32) 25080,1.10 395192,273.60 43814,6.88 9816,4.26 10126,4.16 9816,4.25

64T (LFSR32,lastRand) 25062,5.57 395390,233.56 43814,11.19 10338,4.96 11006,4.27 10338,4.82
MaxSAT 2016 25084,4.68 394844,59.53 43814,233 5722,24.64 5722,251.64 5722,264.51

Tests were run to evaluate performance of the solver on the very difficult set of benchmarks

used in the incomplete track of the 2017 MaxSAT competition. The presented solver was

competitive on the Spot5, maxcut, and rna_alignment instances. The 64 thread solver

would have tied for first place on the maxcut instances, having found the optimum value in all
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Table 6.7: MaxSAT 2017 Incomplete Track Comparison

Solver Variant Instances Solved
1T (PCG) 35

16T (spreadHam) 68
32T (PCG) 75

32T (spreadHam) 73
32T (spreadHam,lastRand) 49

64T (spreadHam) 70
maxroster (MaxSAT2017) 149

Open-WBO-LSU (MaxSAT2017) 92

cases. The Ramp solver is the only solver that found optimal values for all MaxCUT instances

in both the 2016 and 2017 (as a component of maxroster) competitions. A comparison of

solver variants with different seeding procedures is shown in Table 6.7 where performance

is measured in terms of instances solved. Based on the 1T performance results it is clear

that the core solver is not very competitive aside from the instance classes presented above.

Performance does seem to scale well up to 32T cores, but drops off a bit with 64 cores.

6.6 Summary

This chapter presented a new parallel solver and hardware accelerator for WPMS problems

with the potential to exploit massive amounts of concurrency. Results on hard problems

from recent MaxSAT competitions were presented along with scaling potential of the pre-

sented hardware accelerator. The simple local search algorithm presented here was not really

competitive as a single-threaded solver, but scaled well, solving significantly more instances

up to 32 threads in general and up to 128 threads depending on the instance class and type

of deterministic seeding used. In particular quality of results scaled best on the Spot5 WCSP

problems derived from [22], for this class of problems, either the score or time to reach the

score improved up to 128 threads. It also is apparent from the results that the different
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seeding methods and heuristics have different performance and scaling profiles on different

instance classes.

The contribution presented here is a concurrent solver for WPMS problems that is efficiently

implemented in both multi-threaded software and FPGA hardware. There do not seem to be

other WPMS hardware solvers found in the literature, [115] implemented a partial Max2SAT

solver for unweighted problems with maximum clause size of two, a limitation not shared by

the presented solver.



Chapter 7

Case Study: Concurrent WPMS

Solver Applied to Probabilistic

Inference

One potential application area for WPMS is in solving probabilistic inference problems.

These problems encode Probabilistic Graphical Models (PGMs) such as Bayesian or Markov

networks into an optimization problem that attempts to maximize the a posteriori proba-

bility of a random variable given evidence of some other random variable. This attempt to

find a “most likely” explanation for unknown variables can be applied to many real-world

problems such as image segmentation. While probabilistic inference problems can be solved

directly in their native domain with branch and bound algorithms such as daoopt[102], and

have spawned competitions as part of the Uncertainty in AI Conference[55], the constant

advancement in performance for SAT and MaxSAT solvers motivated translations of these

problems to MaxSAT and WPMS as in [11, 105].

There are examples of successful distributed solvers for inference problems in the literature

such as [103]. High-performance FPGA solvers for inference also exist, but they do have

limitations. For example the work presented in [10] offers great performance but only fits

29 nodes on a single FPGA. While their architecture is designed to scale with multi-FPGA

systems, using it for more difficult problems with thousands of variables seems infeasible.

123
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In [32] a high performance solver is presented, but the design is highly-tailored for a spe-

cific application with certain structural qualities in the graph model, it isn’t clear that this

approach would be appropriate for a general purpose inference solver.

The conversion to WPMS is particularly appealing for FPGA implementation because it

translates from the floating-point probability values in the probabilistic inference domain to

integer weights that can be more efficiently computed in hardware. A solver algorithm and

implementation was presented in Chapter 6 that is able to take advantage of fine-grained

parallelism and coarse-grained parallelism in the WPMS problem.

7.1 Methodology

The translator code to convert probabilistic inference instances from the UAI[55] format is

taken from [68]. In this conversion process, each random variable in the Markov random

field (MRF) has a set of possible states. A Boolean variable is created for each possible

state of each variable, and is set to true if that variable is in that state. The function tables

that represent the factors are encoded into soft clauses where the probabilities of each line

in the function table translates to the weight of the respective clause. The hard clauses are

generated to ensure that for each variable, at least one state is active, thus ensuring that

there is a full assignment of variable states for any valid solution. This encoding leaves open

the possibility that a Markov variable might be assigned two active states, but in practice

this isn’t an issue since such an assignment would not be locally optimum.

The focus of this case study is to compare the performance of different SLS solvers on the

generated instances. The experiments presented below were performed on a compute cluster

equipped with two Intel Xeon E5-2683 CPUs per node for a total of 32 cores. The single-

threaded solvers are actually likely to be running at a clock speed advantage as the tested
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CPU supports turbo-boost up to 3.0GHz. Solvers were run with a 20s timeout to mimic the

fast track in the UAI2014 competition. Multiple versions using different deterministic seed

methods were tested including the variants presented in Chapter 6 as well as a new variant

that adopted some parameters from the Ramp[49] solver.

7.2 Results

A performance comparison between the parallel solver presented in Chapter 6 and several

WPMS solvers submitted to recent MaxSAT competitions is presented here. These include

Ramp[49], CCLS[81], and Open-WBO[90]. Note that while Open-WBO is a complete solver,

it does print out intermediate results which were used for this comparison. It was not able

to find a provably optimal solution to any of these problems within the allotted time.

Table 7.1 shows the performance of the various WPMS solvers on the probabilistic inference

instances. For each instance (named as they were in the UAI competition), the table shows

the lowest cost (the sum of all unsatisfied clauses) for each solver. The solver that finds the

lowest cost solution is considered the winner, for each instance the winners score is presented

in bold. The instances shown here were selected with a few representative instances from

each class of inference models that were successfully converted. A seperate wpms_verify

application was written to double-check the score, and verify that no hard-clauses were left

unsatisfied. Note that some of the results for the 64-thread version with spreadHam seeding

were disqualified due to several hard clauses being UNSAT and are marked as NA in Table

7.1. This happened because the converter did not appropriately assign the weight for the

hard clauses as the sum of all soft clauses, allowing some hard-clauses to remain unsatisfied

even with a very low cost solution. The LFSR32 seeded solver variants presented in Table

7.1 were modified to automatically correct the hard clause weight value as the instance is
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being parsed to avoid this situation.

From Table 7.1 it can be seen that the parallel WPMS solver offers competitive performance

on these instances. The 64-thread and 128-thread versions of the algorithm found the best

cost solution on three out of eight instances. The modified version which adopted heuristics

from the Ramp solver including the actual Ramp functionality which drops the hard clause

weight to the current best cost value, as well as the more aggressive diversification (random

decision with 40% probability) performed extremely well, finding the best cost solution

on four out of eight instances, easily beating the single-threaded Ramp solver. The single-

threaded Ramp solver taken from [93] performed well on the instances it could find a solution

for, but was unable to find any solution for the larger WPMS problems. It appears that

the version of Ramp used as part of Maxroster[127] in the 2017 competition was modified

to support larger problems.

Table 7.1: WPMS Solver performance on Probabilistic Inference Instances (20s timeout)

Instance 64T (SH) 128T (LFSR32) Ramp 64T (LFSR32,Ramp heuristics) CCLS2015 Open-WBO
Segmentation_15 2198489 2198489 NA 2198489 2578949 3521121

Grids_30 99861085 97892971 90346675 89165126 117410415 88026726
wcsp_11 260427 259510 257664 255822 269657 257664
wcsp_12 187147 187171 174821 174797 193526 174635
wcsp_17 NA 464689654 NA 455916197 148074 207355
wcsp_16 NA 170259816 NA 119799351 161764 35105

Segmentation_20 1529389 1529389 NA 1529389 2180235 3768228
Segmentation_14 66473428 66473428 NA 66473428 76811579 66473428

After conversion of the WPMS solution back to the inference domain, the WPMS solvers

generally got lower (worse) MAP scores than the domain specific solver daoopt[102] which

had won the Gold medal in the 2012 UAI competition and silver in the 2014 competition.

The exceptions were on instances such as Segmentation_14 and Segmentation_20 where

both found the same solution.

A 32-core hardware accelerated solver for the Grids_30 instance was also implemented on

a Xilinx Virtex-7 690T FPGA running at 200MHz. Resource utilization for this implemen-
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tation is shown in Table 7.2. The best cost solution for this solver within 20s was 97328778

which puts it in the middle of the pack for the tested solvers. It’s worth noting however, that

the estimated power consumption for this solver is only 1.19W, two orders of magnitude less

than the Xeon processor used to test the software solver. The FPGA solver uses a 16-bit

LFSR to seed the cores and generate random values for making decisions. A more detailed

discussion of the WPMS FPGA solver algorithm and implementation is presented in Section

6.4.3.

Table 7.2: Grids_30 32-core Hardware Solver

Resource Type Number Used Utilization
BRAM 1100.5 75%

SLICE LUTS 77049 18%
SLICES FFS 82366 10%

A layout view of the implemented FPGA solver is shown in Figure 7.1.

7.3 Summary

Probabilistic inference is a compelling application domain with a straightforward conversion

to WPMS. While none of the tested WPMS solvers are competitive with the domain specific

daoopt solver, it could serve as an interesting set of benchmarks for WPMS solvers as the

tested competition solvers do not seem well tuned for them.

The presented parallel solver did outperform other WPMS solvers in the general case, es-

pecially when combined with some of the heuristics from the Ramp solver where the best

solution was found on four out of eight instances.

The contribution presented in this chapter was an evaluation of the parallel WPMS solver

as it applies to problems converted from Probabilistic Inference problems from the UAI
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Figure 7.1: Grids_30 HW Solver Layout
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competition. A FPGA implementation of this solver was also presented. The low-power

consumption of the FPGA implementation makes it an interesting option for embedded ap-

plications of inference problems. This appears to be the first FPGA WPMS solver presented

in the literature, and thus also the first applied to probabilistic inference problems using

WPMS.



Chapter 8

Conclusions and Future Work

The overarching goal of this work was to advance the state of concurrency in satisfiability.

To this end, the document started with a thorough survey, discussion, and analysis of the

current state of SAT solvers and algorithms and the attempts to exploit concurrency in

SAT using multi-core general purpose compute architectures as well as specialized hardware

accelerators. The analysis and insights presented in Chapter 2 informed a path forward to

further advance the state of concurrency in SAT.

The first insight was that following [8], not much work had been done to advance parallel

local search as a viable approach to accelerating satisfiability. Kanazawa et. al had shown

some success in accelerating WalkSAT by extracting fine-grained parallelism through parallel

clause evaluation[71, 72, 73, 74], and they extracted some coarse-grained parallelism by

running enough independent parallel search threads to keep their pipeline saturated. The

contribution that followed this insight was a many-core SAT accelerator with an efficient,

high-density FPGA implementation as well as a performant OpenMP/MPI implementation

intended for general purpose compute clusters. This contribution was presented in detail in

Chapter 3. This solver showed speedup, sometimes super-linear speedup of up to four orders

of magnitude over the sequential probSAT implementation as well as up to five orders of

magnitude over MiniSAT on relatively difficult, crafted instances in the sgen1 class.

It was noted in Chapter 3 that the simple 16-bit LFSR used for seeding the SLS cores and

providing stochastic behavior for random decisions performed quite well, especially after

130
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optimizations were made to the seeding procedure to evenly spread the LFSR state space

across the cores. Evenly spreading the LFSR16 state space across the cores on the sgen220

instance for example presented an astounding 62000X speedup. This observation, coupled

with the poor multi-threaded performance of the libc rand() function motivated an inves-

tigation into the importance of statistical soundness of PRNGs used in SLS SAT solvers

and investigation into deterministic seeding methods, including a look into a determinis-

tic seeding method that can guarantee minimum Hamming distances between seeds while

distributing assignments across the range of possible Hamming weights. The results from

this investigation are presented in Chapter 4 with the primary contributions being a simple

Hamming-distance based initialization scheme with guarantees about the minimum Ham-

ming distance between solver cores and experiments showing that simple and efficient LFSR

based PRNGs in hardware implementations are not necessarily a losing ground in terms of

overall solver performance.

One issue with SLS solvers in general is that they are inherently incomplete, and many real-

world applications of satisfiability require the ability to prove an instance to be unsatisfiable.

Additionally there are many classes of application instances where SLS solvers, even when

well distributed across the search space are not going to be competitive with complete CDCL

based solvers. To address these shortcoming, works such as [50] and [77] developed hybrid

solvers with iterative procedures that allow SLS and CDCL components to collaborate dur-

ing the search. Aside from [20] where the combined OpenCL GPU SLS search and MiniSAT

combination were 4X slower than an unmodified version of MiniSAT, not much work has

been published regarding parallel hybrid solvers. In Chapter 5 multiple approaches to in-

corporating a complete solver with the massively parallel local search solver from Chapter

3 are considered. While it doesn’t appear that any of those approaches give performance

benefits over simply running independent SLS and CDCL solvers on the tested instances,
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the presented solver approaches are provably complete. Thus the ultimate contribution from

Chapter 5 is a hybrid approach that uses asynchronous, lazy communication of local minima

to enable massively parallel search without losing the ability to prove unsatisfiability.

One of the takeaways from Chapter 2 is that generalizations of satisfiability such as MaxSAT

and WPMS are less explored in terms of scalable concurrent algorithms in general and there

have been few attempts at hardware acceleration in particular. The most relevant works

include [115] where the Dist algorithm for Partial MaxSAT was implemented with fine-

grained parallelism being exposed in the form of parallel clause evaluation and score updates

while [95] presented an analog MaxSAT solver that showed strong performance on “very-

hard” MaxSAT instances even though the algorithm was being run on a digital computer

instead of analog hardware. The contribution presented in Chapter 6 is a scalable parallel

local search solver that shows strong performance on certain classes of instances including

MaxCUT and Spot5[22] instances that are typically quite difficult for complete solvers. A

simple greedy algorithm with age-based tie-breakers was developed and parallelized within an

OpenMP/MPI framework as well as a hardware implementation based on the infrastructure

presented in Chapter 3. Fine-grained parallelism is exposed here via clause and occurrence

processing pipelines, and performance in terms of flips/sec of a single core is within 2
3
that

of a Xeon core despite a two order of magnitude handicap in clock speed on older FPGA

hardware. Performance projections onto modern UltraScale+ hardware in terms of number

of cores and flips/second is presented to adjust for greater capacity and clock speed available

on these devices. A single Amazon F1[5] instance could potentially host up to 4000 of these

cores. There are no references in the literature to a hardware accelerator for WPMS and

unlike the Max2SAT solver presented in [115] the presented architecture supports instances

with more than two variables per clause.

Finally a case study applied the WPMS solver presented in Chapter 6 to instances generated
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from probabilistic inference benchmarks. The presented solver performs competitively on

such instances and is able to find lower scores than the tested WPMS solvers on select

instances. The parallel WPMS solver does not outperform the domain specific daoopt[102]

solver that was effectively parallelized in [104]. However, that complex software algorithm

is is dependent on floating point performance, and it may not be as suitable for embedded

applications compared to a parallel FPGA accelerator. Notably, the 32-core accelerator for

the Grids_30 instance is estimated to consume 1.1W, over two orders of magnitude less

than a single cluster CPU. Existing FPGA accelerators[10, 32] for inference on Probabilistic

Graphical Models offer great performance, but it isn’t clear that they are scalable enough

to feasibly solve larger problems[10] or they are optimized for specific applications[32]. The

work presented in [10] for example supports a maximum of 29 nodes per Xilinx Virtex

5 LX330 FPGA and typically problems from the UAI competitions[55] sport hundreds if

not thousands of variable nodes. The primary contribution here is then a hardware efficient

solver, general purpose solver for probabilistic inference that can deduce reasonable solutions

to MAP problems in a short amount of time.

8.1 Future Work

Extracting concurrency from SAT is a difficult problem, but the aforementioned contribu-

tions show a way forward for future work targeting greater concurrency in SAT. For one,

there needs to be a greater focus on tuning SLS solvers for real-world application instances

and evaluating their scalability on massively parallel systems. There needs to be a focus on

approaches that do not rely on information sharing between cores, in the literature there

are many works that illustrate the theoretical and empirical limit of scalability for portfolios

that rely on information sharing for SAT[7, 75].
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One future direction for the deterministic seeding of SLS threads, is to leverage the cov-

ering code concepts from [37] and [28] and combine them with a specialized local search

algorithm to accurately bound the number of restarts needed to exhaust the search space.

If a distributed and greedy covering code approximation can be devised such that for each

thread restart, a code-word representing a unique Hamming ball is generated; the search

is translated into the massively parallel task of performing local search within the indepen-

dent Hamming balls for a solution. By constraining the local search to remain within the

Hamming ball, restarting once the local minima within the ball is found, it may be possible

to enable massively parallel local search while reducing or eliminating redundant operation

across threads.

The hybrid solver approach presented in Chapter 5 frequently reached a point where the

CDCL component got stuck solving a sub-problem that was smaller than the overall in-

stance. It is likely that a specially tuned SLS solver and CDCL solver would perform signif-

icantly better, especially with regards to heuristics governing the deletion of learned clauses

which has been an active area of research recently[100]. Tuning should specifically target in-

stances that are difficult to solve for both SLS and CDCL solvers. Additionally, the parallel

hybrid approach could have more benefit on embedded heterogeneous FPGA architectures

where a relatively slow CPU core may not be as effective running the CDCL algorithms and

could benefit from hardware acceleration. This could be especially useful for self-verification

applications such as [130]. Another hybrid approach presented in Chapter 5 created an

independent SLS/CDCL hybrid pair per thread, and each thread was climbing its own in-

dependent hill. In this approach the incremental CDCL solver acts almost as a tabu that

prevents the SLS solver from revisiting the same local minimas. This solver typically behaved

in a similar manner to the previous approach where the CDCL solver would get stuck after

most of the clauses had been added to the sub-problem. It would be interesting to further
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develop this architecture, allowing for the oldest local minima clauses to be removed from

the CDCL sub-problem. The algorithm would then be incomplete, but it could make for

an effective tabu based parallel local search algorithm with a finite tabu length. Similarly,

it may be possible to leverage the variable assumption capability of the incremental CDCL

solver to reduce the complexity of the CDCL sub-problem based on heuristics generated

from the SLS problem.

The WPMS solver presented in Chapter 6 showed potential for performance and scalability

even with a very simple search algorithm. This solver would likely benefit from integration

of heuristics such as the reduction of hard clause weight presented in the Ramp[49] solver.

The parallel solver could also be very effective in replacing Ramp as the local search portion

of a hybrid solver such as maxroster[127]. Further work could also be done to tune the

probabilistic inference conversion parameters and solver configuration to accelerate these

instances past the domain specific solvers and potentially enable inference based decisions

in embedded applications.

Finally, it seems like the massive yet affordable FPGA resources available in cloud instances

such as Amazon’s F1[5] seems like a natural fit for this approach. Implementation and

testing of this work on that platform will allow for evaluation of the presented approach

with thousands of cores and expanded capacity by leveraging UltraRAM resources available

on those parts. The promise of new FPGAs with stacked HBM available would also allow

for scaling capacity of the presented hardware solvers without taking a major performance

hit in terms of flips/second.
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